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SUNBURST FINISH, Be -Bop Deluxe
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SPANISH WINE. Chns White
IF YOU LOVE ME, Mary Hopkin
WHITE WHITE DOVE. Steve Harley
& Cockney Rebel
RUNAWAY, Alex Harvey
GOT TO PAY YOUR DUES, Drifters
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LET ME WAIT, Bunny Sigler
RIDERS ON THE STORM. Doors
IT'S ALL OVER NOW, Rod Stewart

Tamla Motown

LONDON BOY'S. T. Rex
YESTERDAY, Beatles
OTHER SIDE OF ME, Andy Williams
HERE THERE AND EVERYWHERE, Emmylou Harris
TUXEDO JUNCTION. Manhattan Transfer
CAN'T SAY HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU, Demie Roussos
HELLO /4APPINESS, Drifters
YOU BELONG TO ME. Gary Glitter
IF PARADISE WAS HALF AS NICE, Amen Comer
LA BOOGA ROOGA, Surprise Sisters
WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO. Tremmps

3

LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL/GIRL DON'T

1

Epic

MAMA MIA, Abbe
LOVE MACHINE. Miracles
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60
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IDO T HE) SPANISH HUSTLE, Fatback Bend
Polydor
DAT, Pluto
Opel
I WANNA STAY WITH YOU, Gallagher Er Lyle
ADM
FUNKY WEEKEND, Stylistics
Ávc0
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME, Brotherhood Of Man
Pye
yob SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME, Barry White '
20th Century
MISS YOU NIGHTS, Cliff Richard
EMI
SQUEEZE BOX, Who
Polydor
I LOVE MUSIC, O'Jeys
Philadelphia
FALLING APART AT THE SEAMS, Marmalade
Target
LET'S DO THE LATIN HUSTLE, Eddie Drennon & BBS Unlimited
Pye
LET'S DO THE LATIN HUSTLE, M Et O Band
Creole
FOREVER AND EVER. Silk
Bell
LET'S CALL IT QUITS, Slade
Polydor
SOMETHING'S BEEN MAKING ME BLUE, Smokle
Rak
CONCRETE AND CLAY. Bendy Edelman
20th Century
WAKE UP EVERYBODY, Herold Melvin & the Blue Notes
Philadelphia
TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT, Eagles
Asylum
GTO
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY, Donna Summer
Philips
HEY MR MUSIC MAN, Peters & Lee
NO REGRETS, Walker Brothers
OTO
GTO
NEVER GONNA FALL IN LOVE AGAIN, Dana
EMI
SHIPS IN THE NIGHT, Be -Bop Deluxe
Penny Farthing
SEAGULL. Rainbow Cottage
Philips
YOUR MAGIC PUT A SPELL ON ME, L. J. Johnson,
RCA
MOONLIGHT SERENADE, Glenn Miller
Decca
CLOUD 99, St Andrews Chorale
Creole
HEY MISS PAYNE, Chequers

37
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British Top 50 Albums

I LOVE TO LOVE, Tine Charles
CBS
DECEMBER'63. Four Seasons
Werner Bros
CONVOY. C. W. McCall
MGM
LOVE REALLY HURTS WITHOUT YOU. Billy Ocean
GTO
RODRIGO'S`GUITAR CONCERTO, Manuel Et the Musk of the MountalnsEMI
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ME, Yvonne Fair
Temle Motown
PEOPLE LIKE YOU PEOPLE LIKE ME, Glitter Band
Bell
RAIN, Status Quo
Vertigo
YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME, Guys 'N' Dolls
Magnet

Atlantic
RCA

duddah

Sam Records
Motown
Tamle
6 IT'S NOT WHAT YOU GOT /CHAINS / HE'S A FRIEND, Eddie Kendricks
7 SPANISH HUSTLE, The Fatback Band
Event
ABC
8 MIGHTY,HIGH / EVERYTHING IS LOVE. Mighty Clouds Of Joy
20th Century
9 STREET TALK. BCG
10 I HEAR A SYMPHONY Hank Crawford
Kudu
TSOP
11 LET'S GROOVE, Archie Ball & The Drell*
Roulette
12 TOUCH AND GO, Ecstasy. Passion Er Pain
13 MOVIN'/CHANGIN, Brass Construction
UA
Milestone
14 LOS CONQUISTADORES CHOCOLATES, Johnny Hammon
London
15 WOW, Andre Gagnon
A&M
16 HEART BE STILL, Carl Graves
Don King
17 THANK YOU BABY. Leon Thomas
18 .HURT SO BAD, Philly Devotions
Columbia
Salsoul
_19 MORE, Carol Williams
Deco Record Co
20 LIVING IN ECSTASY. Ecstasy

sea
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Britain
gets .Randy

NO PAUSE

RANDY EDELMAN, currently in the charts with
his version of 'Concrete
And Clay', arrives In
Britain on March 14. He

will make

FOR LEO

01-607-6411

finalised.

His album, 'Farewell
To Fairbanks' Is out thla

month.

The concert

NEWS EDITOR

la on April 3.
Ticket. on sale now.

Other dates are: Ham

Victoria Hall (9).
Birmingham Odeon (10).
Leicester De Montfort
ley

ROSALIND

Hall (11), Bournemouth

RUSSELL

Winter Gardens (19),
Portsmouth Guildhall
Brighton Dome (15),
Southport Theatre (181,
Blackpool Opera House
(17). Croydon Fairfield
Halls (18), London Hammersmith Odeon (19),
Bristol Colston Hall (20).
Sheffield City Hall (22),
(11 ),

Evelyn

reviews
Chicago
EVELYN THOMAS

and there is the
possibility of one live
Concert 1n London.
Details have -yet to be

F.71

LEO SAYER is to tour Britain In April. The dates are part of his
1976 world tour and he arrives here after his European Dates. He
opens at Ipswich Gaumont on April 8.

NEWS DESK

Newcastle City Hall (23).
Chester ABC (24). Wolverhampton Civic (25),

Dublin Stadium (27),

Aberdeen Capitol (29)
and Edinburgh Usher
Hall (30).
The dates continue al
Glasgow Apollo (May I),

Manchester Palace

Theatre (2). Hull ABC
(3). Oxford New Theatre
(5), Cardiff Capital (0).

Stockport Davenport
Theatre (7), Liverpool

Festival
limbers up

Empire (8), Coventry

Theatre (9) and

Peterborough ABC (l0).
More university dates
will be added later In the
tour. The box offices will

WEST INDIAN Festival concert Is to be held at
the London Roundhouse
on March 19. There will
be a West Indian band
contest with the top prize
being 1100 and a
A

be open soon

After the UK dates,
Sayer leaves for the
States where he will begin

long term recording
ork He has no plans to

recording contract
make

release either an album
or single here before the
tour begins

limbo dancing CornpeUuon Tickets are El.

Hall, doubling with

Cambridge St Ives Recreation Centre (13) and
Oldham (sits Whiskers
(14).

Genesis for London
GENESIS ARE to play a week of
concerts In London as part of a massive
opens In Canada In April.
They will also play two dates In
Scotland. but the venues and dates have

lour which

yet to be announced.
Genesis, whose album 'A Trick Of
The Tall' Is high In the charts, also have
a single released with the same title.
Throughout their tour, they will be

joined by Bill Bruford. former Ring
Crimson and Yes drummer This
ROD

Jesus goes

reggae
THE MUSICAL 'Jesus
Christ Superstar' celebrates its 1500th performance in,London on March
15. Since the box office
opened In 1971, more than
three million pounds has
been grassed

Paul Nicholas, who
originally played Jesus,

has a new single released

this week. titled 'Reggae
Like It Used To Be.'

MIKE HARDING is to
appear at the New
Victoria

on March 25.
Other tour dates are:
Glasgow City Hall (12),

Edinburgh Citadel

Theatre (131, Hull New
Theatre (11), Slock port
PocoA Poco(17), Bingley

College (18). Swinton
Lancastrian Hall (24).
A new single "Jimmy

Spoons' is to be released
this month plus an album
called 'One Man Show.'

STEWART'S new

album will be Out In the
second week in May. The
album, titled 'A Night On
The Town', Is currently
being finished at the
Caribou Studios in the
States.

Off the
hump
CAMEL BEGIN a British
lour on March 25 at
Plymouth Guildhall. The
other dales are: Cardiff

JACK THE LAD
IN CAR SMASH
JACK THE LAD were
involved In a road

accident while on tour
in Scandinavia. The
bus they were tray

coming.

looking
around for people to form
a band. When the line up
Is settled, It seems likely
he will first tour the States
with them In August and
will not appear on live
concerts in Britain until
the end of the year.

weeks. They are Uxbridge Brunel University
(March 12), Birmingham
Abigalls (March 15 to 20),
West Bunton Pavilion
(27). Welwyn Garden Qty
Mid Herts College (April
10). Falkirk Town Hall
(April 29) and Glasgow
Town Hall (May 1).

Rod's night
on the town

celebrate his homewill

THE SADISTA SISTERS
have six dates confirmed

during the next few

Iightng.

Rod returns to Britain
April 28. when he will
holding a big party for
his family and friends to

He

Sadista's
six dates

means there will now he Iwo drummers,
with Phil Collins taking the lead vocals.
The UK dales are slotted In after the
American tour. The band will be at the
London Hammersmith Odeon from
June 9 to 13 Inclusive. Tickets are
available by mall order only, priced
12:50, (2 and I1. 50, from the box office.
Genesis leave for the Slates this
month, to prepare for the tour, which
will feature pro)ections and special

on
be

be

ROD STEWART

There goes Elton
ELTON JOHN has his last album on the D.111 label
released on April 30. It Is titled 'Here And There' and
features some of his best known tracks recorded live.
The first side was recorded at the London Festival
Hall and Includes 'Skyline Pigeon, and 'Border Song'.
The B side was recorded live at Madison Square
Gardens and includes 'Funeral For A Friend' and
'Rocket Man'.

elling In overturned
five times. They were
treated for Cuts and
shock, but singer Billy
Mitchell and drummer
Ray Laldlaw have
been detained. Billy is
being treated for six
broken ribs and Ray

for severe

facial

injuries.
Their Scandinavian
tour has been cancelled but they are due
to play a series of
university concerts in
Britain in May and

will headline
the Autumn

to

demo dl+c. Every
finalist will receive (25.
There will also be a public

w

Is

Included in the Chicago
SoulReview which begins
a short series of dates this
week. With her will be LJ
Johnson and Barbara
Pennington.
They open at Chester
Rascals (March 11), and
then go on to Stock ton Inn
Cognito doubling with the
Darlington Inn Cognito
(12), Scunthorpe Baths

and

TV

promotional appearances

a

tour In

Capitol (20 ),
1

-

LEO SAYER:

cur

rently on tour In Britain
with the Hay tails, has
been awarded the Mu*
erase Medal by the High
Commissioner for Jiomahv in London. The
1,

made

to any

Jamalean who has nuide
an wthtanding contribulion In art, literature.
science or music.

They continue at;

AWARD!

MEDAL

award

Gardens 190) and Guildford Civic Hall (31)

CHIEF

TOOTS IIIBBEI(T,

Bristol

Bournemouth Winter

part of world tour

TOOTS

.

Colston Hall (27), Croydon Fairfield Hall (28).
Brighton Dome 129),

THE CIIIEFTANS are In
line to be res. arded for the
music they wrote for the

Stanley Kubrlck fIlm
'Barry Lyndon. The
soundtrack has been

Liverpool Empire (April
2), Edinburgh Usher Hall
(3), Glasgow Apollo U).
Sheffield City University
(5), NewcasUe City Hall
(8), Manchester Free
Trade Hall (9), Leicester
De Montfort Hall (10),
Birmingham Odeon (lt),
Ipswich Gaumont (12)

and London

Ham-

mersmith Odeon (14).
nominated for an AcadeTickets for Hammy Award. In AprII. the mersmith a re on sale next
Chieftains appear al the week priced 12. 11. 50 and
Landon Festival Ha1L tl Prices for the other
The concert Is on April 3. venues are U.50, L125
Tickets on sal'' now
and II

PM

14

ti

ecli

a)
"49

EN«

Ó

w
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TOUR
ALEX'S RUNAWAY
,A
THE ALEX HARbegin
begi

Rand are

to

tour
April SO. They
will play two nights
at the nxtjor venues.
Their single, 'Runaway', has just been
a 29 -date

on

released.
The tour begins at

Ipswich (}adrnont On
April 30 and COntinues at Southend
4-%.9'p

Kursaal (May 1),

Coventry Theatre
(2), Oxford New
Theatre (3), Hull
ABC (5), Newcastle

City Hall (7), Leeds
University (8).
Two dales at Menthes.

ter Free Trade lint(

(9/10), Liverpool Empire
(II), Preston Guildhall
(12), Bracknell Sports
Centre (15), Stoke Tren-

than Gardens (16),
Bristol Colston Hall
117/18), Southampton

Showaddy shorts
St1OWADDYWADDV HAVE a new single out on
March 28 and began a short aeries of dates on
W'edneeday, March 10. The single Is called 'Trocadero'
and Is aloe the Wien( their new album which domes out
en

Aprils.

The dates are: Eastbourne Winter Gardens (10),
Leicester Raileys (17-91)), Manchester Broadway Club
(2/-17) Wynthenshawe Forum (23), Watford Baileys
(April 7) and Derby Baileys (8.10).
An extensive tour Is being planned for the autumn.
See

Interview page 10.

QUAKE GIG

the gig,

originally

planned for London's New
Victoria.

Dalvd cassldy

Is

In

He is recording a Russell
Harty show on Thursday.
He will he here for about

days and record
radio slots.

(

2

a

few

r -r iir

0)

(23).11

Portsmouth Guildhall
(June 11, Eastbourne
Congress Theatre (2) and
Taunton Odeon (3).
Ticket prices are

between 11.25 and 12.50
and will go on sale
between March 10 and 15.

.,_,

.
Marto( rn Dleksanwho has a new single Out
this week titled 'People
Get Ready', is en the

e4

,
show this Sunday .
staclridge have had
,

e.IY

..,

///

1.

--r- .

ALEX HARVEY: 29 dote our

Á

SHOWADDY

CHAPS!

STEVE MARRIOTT has
a solo album out next
month. It will be called
'Marriott' and the tracks
have been collected in two
One side will be
"American" and features
Coast musicians

sets.

WIZZARD HAVE a new
line-up. Remaining from
the old band with Roy
Wood are Charlie Grime

-

(drums), and Mike

next month. Only two
shows are finalised so far,
but more may be added

Bernie (sax). New boys
are Billy Paul (alto and
baritone sax and flute),
Graham Gallery (bass)
and Bob Wilson (trombone and French horn).
The band still needs a
keyboards man.
They will be ready to go
on the road In two
months. Meanwhile, their
new album titled 'Wluo'
is out mid -April.

later.

The concerts
confirmed are at the
London Palladium on
April 26 and 27. Both
shows start at 9 pm.

A
single will be
released from the 'Manhattan Transfer album.
but it Is not yet certain

which truck will be used.

West

Red Rhodes (pedal steel

guitar), David Spinozra
(guitar), David Foster

UK tour, They are:
Southampton Top Rank
(March 17), [timetable
California Ballroom (20)
and Ipswich Gnomon(
(21).

Theatre have been can-

features Ian Wallace
(drums), Greg Ridley

(bass) and Mickey Finn

(guitar).
Marriott Is to headline a
show at 'the London
Roundhouse on March 20.

Dates continue at Leigh
Theatre Club
(May 2), Cheater Celebrity Club (May 3 for one
week) and Tonyr'evall
Meadow Vale Country
Club (May 24 for one,
week).

Garrick

for April
back on the road in April,

Extra Rickhas

he flies to Scotland to

concerts al Ipswich

ALVIN STARDUST goes

opening his tour with
dates In Ireland. On April
18

BOBBY WOMACK has
added extra dates to his

London Shaftesbury

(keyboards) and Buddy
Mlles (drums).
The "British" side

Motor Hotel (241.

Stardust
settles

appear at Dunfermline
Carnegie Hall. He continues at Aberdeen

Mill

Inn

Hotel (19), Edinburgh
Baron Suite (20), Falkirk
Town Hall (21), Motherwell Civic Theatre (22),
Greenock Town Hall (23)
and Scone Wheel Inn

a

couple of changes to their
current tour. They will
now play the London
Roundhouse on March 14
Dates al Bath Pavilion
and Yeovil Johnston Hall
have been moved to April
and 6 respectively,
1
Dates al Swansea and the

WIZZO Individual Pie

r

It' IT

'Read All About

%i

J1

FOX HAVE a new single
released on March 28
titled 'Assingle Bed'

4

r
`

BRIEF

°

Odeon (28).

MANHATTEN TRANSFER arrive In Britain

London to promote his
new album 'Home Is
Where The Heart Is',
which is out on March 19.

10

1

Bournemouth Winter

Gardens (21), Leicester
De Montfort (22), Wolverhampton Civic Hall
Birmingham Odeon
(24/25), Sheffield City
Hall (20/27), Edinburgh

Transfer
call in.

HAWKWIND CANCEL
SUNDAY'S oscert in aid
of the Guatemalan Earthquake Fund, to be
headlined by Hawkwlnd
was called off "due to
technical difficulties In
organliing the concert at
such short notice." The
band hope to reorganise

G a u m o n

NEWS IN

RICK WAKEMAN
added extra shows to his
Gaumont (April 20) and
Birmingham Odeon (May
2). Both shows will be at 5
pm. Tickets for Ipswich
are on sale March 12 and

Birmingham March 18.

Wakeman's new album
'No Earthy Connection' is
out on Aprl13

Mae have
celled . . .
made three changes to
their tour. They will play
an extra gig at Ipswich
Gaummt on March 2e.
Stoke, on March 37, has

cancelled and
Swindon, due on March
27, has been postponed
Colosseum It's
debut album will Detail on
March 19, titled 'Strange
New Flesh'. Their British
been

tour dates finish at
Lincoln Drill Hall (March

25), Glasgow Paisley
Tech (28), Sunderland
Poly (27) and Nottingham
Bdat Club (28) . .
Sheer Elegance have
their follow-up single to
'Milky Way' released on
March 12. It la titled 'Life
Is Too Short Girl'
.

Family Dogg
has

been reformed

by

founder member Steve
Rowland. They will

record next month, when
they have a final line-up

settled.

formed in
up in 1971.

Dogg
1967

were

and spilt

.

_

rnricar
-

o

AAAAAAAAAAA*AA*AA**AAAAAAA*A*AAA

topped the American
charts with the song.

Hollywood
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DIANA ROSS and
Mary Wilson attended Florence ,Bal-

lard's funeral

in

Detroit on February
28. Ballard died of a
heart attack the
week before (see
Record Mirror, &
Disc Feb. 28).

FLORENCE SAL-LARD

(replaced Cindy Birdsong, 1976).

Birdsong, who replaced
Florence In 1967. left the
1972

Match of
the Day?

From Sparkle,'

OL.IVIA NEWTON -JOHN
wants to play the part of
Doris Day in the movie
version of the book In
which Miss Day destroys

and

returned In 1975, has
permanently left the
Supremes to pursue an
acting career. She plans
to keep singing, but
hasn't decided if she will
be a solo act or join
another group.

Her 'replacement is
Susaye Green, a former
membe? of Stévle Won
der's back - up group,
Wonderlove. The forthcoming Supremes album
will have Cindy on hall
tracks and Susaye on the
other half. The current
Supremes roster is. Mary

(charter memScherrie Payne
(replaced Jean Terrell,
Wilson

ber);

1974), and 'Susaye Green

about the successful rise
of a black female singing
group front Harlem. An
album, 'Aretha Sings The

Music

will

be released to
coincide with the film's
New York premiere on
Apr117.

Stones
black
and blue

Ironically, the same 'THE ROLLING STONES
week Florence was have delivered the master
burled, the Supremes tape of their new album
were changing personnel 'Black and blue,' to
in Loa Angeles Cindy
Atlantic Records. If you

group In

**

were a Clever record
company, how would you
package the album,...
That's right, It will be
pressed In black vinyl
with blue swirls. The
album Is scheduled for
release in mid - April.

* * *

BO DONALDSON and the

Heywoods have vetoed
'Teenage Rampage' as
their new US single and
decided to release 'Oh
Boy', a carbon copy of
Mud's Number One
record. No surprise that
It's an exact copy, since
Michael Chapman Is the
producer for Chinnlchap.
Because Mud's version
was never released In the
US, it wouldn't be a
surprise If Bo & company

Toronto

ARETHA FRANKLIN
will sing and Curtis
Mayfield will compose the
music for 'Sparkle,' a film

*

Funeral

SUE BYROM

...

as

America's most enduring
virgin.

Doris Day admitted she
had been approached by
Olivia's manager and had
told him although she

THE UNIVERSAL Amphitheatre an outdoor
facility on the grounds of
Universal Studios, have

announced

a

schedule for

partial

play the over 5,000 seat
venue: Kris Krlstofferson
and Rita Coolidge (July
13 - 75),
Jesse Colin
Young and Emmylou

Harris (July 23 - 25);
Roberta Flack and Jose
Felciano (July 26 - 28);
Gordon Lightfoot (July 29
- Aug.
1); Nell Sedaka
and Melissa Manchester

(Aug. 5 - 8), Barry
Manllow (Aug. 20 - 22)
and Paul Williams (Aug.
27.29 ).

* * *
CARLY SIMON has
recorded

a

thinks Olivia is

a

beautiful and a wonderful
singer, she would feel
more comfortable if a film
of the book could be made
In 20 years' time.

It

track with the

Brothers, 'It

Keeps You Runnin', that
will appear on both of

their next albums

FRED BRONSON

My sweet
George
GEORGE HARRISON is
,ecstatic over' the new love
In his life
a Mexican
spitfire by the name of
Olivia Arlaa.
George and Olivia met
more than a year ago
when he hired her to
handle business affairs
for Ills record company in
Hollywood_ Their business relationship gradually blossomed Into love.
Harrison Is separated
from his former wife Patti
Boyd. They married In
1986 and split almost two
years ago,
Says George, "We can't
talk about marriage yet
because I'm still married
to Patti and don't know

-

1

C

'
1-%.<

-

OLIVIA
NEWTON -JOHN
what will happen about
divorce, as neither of us
has flied for one. But

Olivia

Is

my woman

Everyone knows I only
want to be with her."

* * *

this Sum-

mer's concert series.
Among the stars who will

Doobie

her own Image

!-

IT

WAS nice to see the

'reclusive' Bernie Taupin
turn up with Elton at the

Roxy Music concert In
Toronto recently.
Roxy were at their
hypnotic hest. but it
seemed that the audience
was more interested to
our dynamic duo than
they were with the band

Taupin recorded h15
album at Sounds
Interchange studio In
solo

Toronto Session musicians were drawn from
the Eagles and Elton
John band. Elton visited
the studio while tapings
were In session but
declined lnvitatioris to
add keyboard and hart°°
ny traCk

OENEVIEVE RAIL
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'I am a Rostafari,

TOOTS HAS

a cold. He is blowing his nose on a bath towel,
coughing and, wheezing as he takes a long, cool drag on a
cigarette. Smoke steams from his nostrils like a dragon
and he shivers and says he's cold.
A Maytal
Raleigh Gordon is well wrapped up In thick
overcoat and woollen pull on hat. He just sits down'and grins
Contentedly,
The band, you
may or may not
know, have left their
native Jamaica to do

I

-

-

am God; he is me,
' me is God'
'cos the tine Is de good
rings The hell Is de bad
peoples. Some people are
heaven de good people
are heaven, de ones on de

See

line."
He

their first major

I say
white.

last time they

y

h

v

61,

t

++

.

children of the world,
Fellow Rastafarian Bob
Maf'ley through to Jimmy
Cliff, Ken Boothe, girl
singers Judy Mowatt,

Toots talks about the

tour, still blowing his
nose: "On de tour we are
doln' stuff from,our new
album and some old t'Ings
like 'Country Roads' and
'In De Dark', We Jus'

r

f
ur,

Marcia Griffith

I

Wilson, Brooke Renton
and Otis Redding- Tonu
also owns a mighty set of

voice pipes and

But in the past he has
been likened to Otis
Redding and Sam Cooke
He disagrees about
that: "I know I sound all
klndsa ways, I don't have
one voice. I don't ley to
copy no one, I Jus' bring
out ya know, glt to de

11

fans.

Fans

beat

During the early days
he worked with such

legendary record producers as Clement "Sir,
Coxone" Dodd; Prince
Buster; Byron Lee and
Leslie Kong.
In 1065 whilst working
with By ran Lee, Toots and
the

Mayals became

one

Jamaica's most consletent hit making combos
and well on the way to hotshot fame except that 1n
1,966 Toots got busted
although he denies he was
guilty of any crime and
reckons it was a frameof

up

agree aid

man. "

nice klnda

mecca.

I

everyt'Ing my fans say
And dey say I'm not a bad

atmosphere old big trees
It's de best, t
outside
wan' you la know that."

native May Pen in 1980
and headed for Kingston.
JA's capitol and musical

Is

possibly the mast pow.
erful reggae singer of all

the
album at Harry J's. We
Dynamuse
the
usually
ics, but we wanted to try a
different place. Barry J's

Toots Isn't a newcomer
to reggae, he Is one of the
innovators. fie left his

Jackie

Sam Cooke,

he

Busted

and

Americans Ray Charles,

wanna go out and play
good stuff to de people
over 'ere."
The album was recorded In Harry J's Kingston,
one of Toots' favourite
studies
"It's much different
from 'In The Dark' (Toots
last album). It tell you
more about love, it has a
whole lotta Godliness and

Tools doesn't

I got

about four or five kids a'
my own."
Toots Influences are
who he calls his own

Tour

abbot the bush when he
records He gives the
musicians a rough idea of
what he wants, and they
play, usually getting II
spot on first time around,
"We go in the studios
and I tell 'em what I
want. I arrange everyt'1ng,' all the compositions and so forth. We
have rehearsals for the
singers, but we don't 'ave
to rehearse with the band,
'coe they are our own
musicians, they under
stand what I want: and
we can combine together,
and we 'ave happy Ume, "

kids", he
little put out.
a
"People JUs' goln' around
sayin' bad ('Inge AU de
children In de world are
mine. I like ya to write
die: All the kids In de
world who believe In
Restated are Mine I
don't care fl you are big
and tall you are still a kid
in God's eyes." Well have
you ever.

"Ho boy, yeah(

L'

released this week.

a

children!

"I ain't got 12

says

popularity
Just released over here
Toots' single ('Reggae
Got Soul') which is also
the UUe of the new album
coproduced by Warrick
Lyn and Joe Boyd to be

'ad

le

know 'e's black, I
seen 'is face. But 'es for
everyone, he's not preJudice. "
Off stage Toole Indulges
in a whole lotta Irwin He
Is only 29 and yet u
reputed'to be the father of
12

Is

spiritual feclin',"
says
"We recorded

is

we believe he

"I

'

graced these shores
was in the early
Seventies when they
played an open-air
concert in Hyde
Park.
It's good to have them
back
The man who coined the
term'Reggae in '68 when
he wrote 'Do The Reggay'
is a hot-blooded Restate elan, a Messiah in his own
environs who is now on
the verge of world wide

believes God

black.

tour of Britain. The

"People wish me bad
he says

yer know,"

"I was Innocent,
'ad to spend nine
months in Jail for noting
(he shrugs his shoulders), I was Innocent "
What was It like In Jell?
"The experience ,
well I didn't go to a place
like the other peoples go.
The place I went was not
bad, I, always 'ad comfort
so I ain't got anyt'Ing bad
to say. I Jus' sat down and
write songs all day long,
"I forglt about t'Ings In
prison. I prayed to God, I
redeemed 'from the slink
and vilence. I redeemed
bitterly,
but

1

myself from all that.

Vicious, yar know. They
shout, 'LAY DOWN', and
they come down onus lke
locust But lies were
weaker than truth, so
I

truth will live

I

set

myself free within myself. I don't care what you
say I wasn't guilty I
always know dat"
During his time in Jail
Toots wrote the poignant

British fans

tlint

me, me is God

Indeed Tools -s a devout
Rastafarian ( the name of

which derives

from

Emperor Halle Selassie 1,
born LIJ Ras Tafarl

Makonnen) .who abides
by the Rasta laws. He
doesn't eat pork, drink
alcohol or smoke cigarettes. Toots however
doesn't possess a mop of

tightly knitted 'dreadlocks'. But says: "A lot of
Restated like the long
hair, but ah dill' 'ave de
locks. I mustn't trim de
hair, I mustn't cut de
hair, I Just comb it

"I am Jah, Jah Is me, "
he chants again. "I'm not
taikin' about Halle

Selassie, I'm alkln' about
de one who created Om.

Are you upset about
Halle Seassle's death?

stanza released over
here,

the musical line-up. The

by Jan
Iles

"No."

he

shouts

final transition to reggae
occurred In the late
Joy-

ously. "I don' think about
It. I don' ('ink about It at
all, 1 link about my
people in Jamaica: I ('Ink
about love and the reggae
music "

Reggae music, or
Bluebeat as it was known

In the middle Sixties was
first ,popularised In this
country by the skinheads

who shuffled to its

pulsating rhythms In

their three-piece mohair
cults down at the local
club on a Saturday night
Bluebeat soon turned to
Rocky Steady taking In
more bass and drums,

while the guitar and
organ also appeared in

sixties when brass more
or less disappeared
altogether. Also, reggae
guitarists began muting
the guitar In a counterpoint to the bass which
had Crawled up to the

forefront The off -beat
hypnotic thud was as
persistent as a throbbing
headache, and great to
dance to.

Recently such whlties
as Eric Clapton have been
exploring reggae What
does Toots think of white
skins singing the blacks?
Raleigh for one thinks
it's beena long time
coming: "I think it's good
yeh yeh ye. We always
knew that white people
would get into it. They
can sing lt, they've got

a
i

rock -steady '54.56'('54.48'
right
was my number

-

now someone else has

number").

"I

dal

believe me day, they

i

will realise what they did
tame, and will repent.

I am -a Resafarl",

chants,

"i am

he

God, he la

may

remember that Toots and
the Mayfair, have had
several magnificent blUe

rrrz\
o

l

`. 11ti-ti

spirit, but a' course

reggae wasn't born with
them, so It takes them

time to ell Into the
rhythm."

Toots: 'Yeah 1f they let
the bad wine flow out and
dey let the good wine In
they can dolt well."
Toots believes reggae
was born from the good
vibes of the people; from
poverty, from love, from
the warmth of mankind
"My own music comes
from de heart, originally
from creation, It was born
In me, created from love,
so dat love give roe all
Inspiration. If I love, I
sing about love; U I hate I
sing about hate. If you
believe all de rings dat
Gad created you will live,
but if you believe In all
things created by Satan
you die."
He le now totally
absorbed In his deep
devotion toJah and wants
to explain In detail what
he means by God Is Love.
'God Is Good'. He tights
up another spilt, Inhales
deeply, feastingly. HIs
eyes shining like bijous.
"Ya live an this line
(points to the edge of the
coffee able), but If you go
away from it you will go
In hell (points to the
carpet). "Fall In the tire,

Balle

On'

was

their last single before
they signed with Island
hut sadly, it wasn't a hit

"Bad promotion moo",

was all Toots save.

Their latest offering
'Reggae Got Soul' look*
like being a hit. Toots
says It's a LOUD AND
CLEAR proclamation to
anyone who don't already
know that reggae has
Indeed got awl.
"Sure Its got soul,"
Raleigh Joins in, "Oars
why he wrote It."
"Ha

ha

right,"

ha,

he

he's

says Toots,

"reggae got de finest
soul But some don't
know dot
"Without de hero there
ain't no soot WlthoutGod
there wouldn't be de bed,
without de herb then

wouldn't be me. It is tie
burnt offering, soya 'aye
to baptise

du, and

In

baptise In de fire. "
If you want to bathe
fire then catch one

Is

Toots sublime shows. with
Raleigh
the Mayals
Gordon. Jerry Matthias

-

and musicians gad
"Hue" Brown land
guitar; Rod Bryan
rhythm guitar Jackie

Jackson bass, Winston
Wright organ and P '1
Douglas drums
Toots ends with tribe,
along. and we o
a really g000r
time
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SMOKIE have gone from red to blue in eight year and it; nothing
to do with their politics, The colour change shows the pattern of
Smokie 's career and (eventually) proves that all their fears were
groundless.
To begin somewhere near the beginning. Smokle were then
calling themselves Kindness, for reasons known only 'to
themselves. Having got over the first hurdle of playing in working
men's clubs and discovering that the clients didn't throw them out
on their collective
ears, they decided
faces to match the natty
was so bad even the
they would Go
red. blazers the camp
producer wouldn't put his
Professional.
unites wear. Having
name on It. "
It was a big step. But
the band all had stars in
their eyes and damp
behind the ears. They
had been bottle fed on
Rock 'n' Roll and It
seemed the only life for a
man.
"We had always wanted to be pop stars," said
Chris Norman. "When we

years old,
14
'Top Of The
Pops', we imagined
were

watching

ourselves on that stage. "
So Smokie / Kindness
took their first wobbly
steps In professional rock
in the direction of
Skegness. To Butlins.
They did an audition for
the manager and passed
the not so acid test. They
were In,
The manager watched
them through part of their
paces the first night.
They were doing fine. He
watched them through the
whole of the second night
and realised something
was seriously amiss.
They had gone through
their repertoire of 15
songs, but as the set was
three hours long, they had
started at the beginning
again.
The band was out on its'
collective ears.
And In case you hadn't
noticed, that was where
the red came in. The red

realised that It wasn't so
frightening. to go professional, It gave the group
Incentive to go on and

A
small string of
equally disasterous singles followed and the

"People said that

that comes later). Didn't
they record anything that

'conquer London.

London audiences were
the tough ones," said

Chris, "but It wasn't so
bad. I remember our first
London gig, it was al a
club and we went down
very well,"

Rubbish
By this time, the band
felt that they could tackle
almost anything. They
tried a record company
and by various roads,
ended -up at Decca, the
nursery of the stars
"We made a lot of
rubbish, but we had to do

it," remembered Chris.
"Once we even had to
record this horrible

Spanish song. Somebody
from Decca had gone to
Spain for his holidays and
come back with the song
that was number one
there.
"He got somebody to
write English words for It
and wehad to record it. It

band got more and more
unhappy (blue, even. but

could have been a hit?
"Yes, there was one. It
was our version of 'Let
The Good Times Roll' and
I thought It should have
got somewhere. I don't
think half the people at
Decca knew we were
signed to the tube]."
The one that got away
was almost the last straw

fI

thought seriously

of

up. However, it

was the darkness Just
before the dawn, and all
that kind of romantic

stuff, and the white
knights arrived in the
form of Chinn and
Chapman.

'The dynamic duo
proved to be the saving of

the band, now known as
Smokey (later to become

SMOKIE: The band
who sat next to
Led Zeppelin
and lived.

1-

teeSmokie). As yet, they are
all very happy about the

arrangement.
"I was doubtful for

parties and everyone
knows

a

work together the happier
I

am"

In fact, Smokle have
recently returned from
the States where they
have been finishing their
new album. Ill is tilled
'Midnight Cafe' and will
be out on April 9. I
presumed the title held
some Intimate meaning
for the band

Cafe
"No," said Chris, "But

none of us could think of

a'

decent title 'the picture
the sleeve Is of us
coming out of a cafe, so
that was that We did

on

think of calling it 'Wild
Wild Angel' which Is the
title of the next single, but
it might give the wrong
Impression.
Recording In America
was a buzz for the band
and they can't wait to go
back to actually play
live. Having conquered
the working men's clubs,
Butlins and London, what
else is there but America?
"We loved there," said
Chris. "It's where every-

thing Is happening

-

Everybody Is aware of
Rock 'n' Roll. All the

groups are in the same
hotels (In LA1: Led

Zeppelin, the Pretty
Things, the Kinks

..

'Ks

about a bunch of scaredy
cats. These are the lads
who mesmerised' Skeg-

We've been to a couple of

little while." admitted
Chris, "but the more we

They

for the group.
splitting

1.

.

who's

where.

There seems to be more
excitement about people
in the rock world than
therein in Landon.
"It's not that important
being in a pop group
here. Noone takes that
much -notice. Over there,
It's special, but not sn's
it's silly," Chris added

hastily.
We wouldn't want to get
the idea that ordinary
blokes would get their
heads turned by the sort
of thing. But It's bound to
be something of a cultural
shock_ I mean, when was

ness.

"Everyone said that
American audiences were
hard, but that's not true."
said Chris.
"While we were over
there, we went to see a
-few different people and
wasn't Imfrankly,
pressed by many of them
but I'm not saying
who. The audiences went
wild and
couldn't see
why They seem to show
their appreclatlon a lot
quicker. I don't see why It
should be different for
Smokle.
"Maybe they'd hate us,
but I don't see why they
should. Mind you I was
only in Los Angeles and it
might be different in New
York.
1

-

1

the last time any of us sat
at the next table to Led
Zep? All these rich people
In one place must be mind

blowing.
"We had a really good
small studio over there.

Exposed

It's the someone as Barry
White records in. We

However, It's back to
old England and penny
plain for Smokle. But not

allowed ourselves more
time on this one, we were
more relaxed. "
The relationship between the band and their

plain. Their single
'Something's Been Making Me Blue' (Ah! got to
the blue at. last) Is
behaving very reasonable in the charts and is
likely to make the band
feel quite the opposite. In
fact, it's doing so much
better than expected, the
release of the new single
has been delayed to give
the present one a chance
of gelling higher.
"If we'd brought out the
new single as planned this
month. we might have
so

writers seems airtight,
but Is it suffocating?
Apparently not. Smokie
are Just building up their

confidence and are happy
to take the advice and
guidance of an experienced team.
"If we write .a single
that's better than theirs,
then we'd release Il.The
thing Is to have the best
and that's beneficial for
all That way it develops
into a little competition.
And that'shealthy "
The competition, as far
as playing In the States
goes, is going to be fierce.
But you're not talking

had trouble getting
exposed." said Chris.

"We don't want people to
get sick of us. Mind you,
we're not getting over
exposed on live concerts.
We've only done one
concert since we've been
back. We played Cardiff
University and we were
very nervous about not

hating played for

a

while. When we got there,
the audience was all
sluing on the floor. But
we have more of a choice
of material this time and
it went very well"
Wouldn't it -be nice to

u

release the new single
and have two In the

charts'
"We're not big enough

fi
r

w

'1

N

for people to have to use
us." said Chris candldty.
"It would be great to have
two singles in the charts
at the same time like the
Beatles used to. but to do
that you have to be bigger
than we are, at the

moment."
r
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AFTER FIVE albums
and a string of
singles,

Benny

Gal.

lagher and Graham
Lyle at last look like
achieving wider rec.

oguitdon.
The current interest in them has crept
up on them, for when
the elusive success

'I

Wanna Stay With You'

chart material, and
good way of following the
success of 'Breakaway',
is good

if it was Art
Garfunkel's single that got
even

most exposure.
The Breakaway' album

Itself marks

ti

songdil ter tag.

"We spent much more

time m It than the previous
albums, " said Graham.

"We spent four months just
writing material for It
before we went Into the

L

studios.

Gallagher and Lyle, or
rather the Gallagher and

"Usually by the

explained Graham.

'There was an audience of

Nucleus

at

Starved.

"We want people to know
we are a band now," says
Graham.
There are now seven of
them: Benny and Graham

"The big towns du all
right for concerts, but some

of the outlying places are a
bit starved. But this means
you get a very enthusiastic

guitars and keyboards,
John Mumford (trombone),
Ian Rae (keyboards), Alan
Hornell (bass), Ray Duffy
(drums) and saxophonist
on

crowd when you- play

there. At one town we did,
6.000

kids turned

Out

despite a bitter storm "
As their work covers a
diverse array of styles they
can usually find something
to suit most audiences
"We really had to grab
the audience's attention
from the word go over here,
since we are new to them,"
said Graham.
"Once we' had -them
listening we could put In
some soft numbers, and it
seemed to go all right
"We have been playing to

Supertramp audience of
course. "
Perhaps the American
audience will want somea

thing else?
But we have -a large
range of material, and we
can more or less replace

much of

with

the act

something

we

more suitable for
particular audience."

feel
a

Graham said they were
grateful for Art Garfunkel
giving them a helping
hand, by making their song
'Breakaway' well known
on both sides of the
Atlantic.

Ume an

album is finished you've
had enough of It."
They see the growth of
the band an important
factor, and also development of their live act.

7l

touring Canada and are
now in America on the
Supertramp tour.
"Canada was great,"
people

"

From the 30 numbers
they came up with In this
period, they sorted out the
best 10 for the album
"For the first time ever
we were satisfied with the
end result," he said.

Lyle Band, .have been

thousand

new

their earlier singer /

/Iv

from America.
We just hope we
have not spoilt things
for us in Britain, with
us being over here. "

Montreal, at The Forum.

a

approach to their music,
slightly more Intense and
more of a band record,
getting them away from

a,

Graham on the' line

14%

1976

a

<rl r

finally caught them
up they were the
other side of the
Atlantic.
"Not that we are
complaining," said

13.

J

GALLAGHER & L YLE: trying to get away from the fo

a new brand
ugar
"I

think Il helped us," he
said, "Audiences recognised it and reacted to it,
whon we played it In the
past people have compared
us with Simon and
Garfunkel, but this has
usually been by people who
have not really been
listening to us.
"Now a lot of people who
previously were not listen Mg to them are beginning
to realise their talent.
Another misconception
that has been built around
them is that they area folk
group.
This probably stems
from the fact that when
they started out as a duo
they were an acoustic act

for the past two years, with
some notable work from
Jewell, giving an extra
texture to the last few

albums with

"In Edinburgh me folk
critic actually walked out

after the fourth number
"But that tour did us a lot
of good. 'there were 10 gigs
in very different surround.
logs. We did a big disco

relate live as well as on
record.
As they have developed
their music has become
more sophisticated,, but
maintaining all of their
early clarity.
"We realised that to a lot
of people we were regarded
as a folk orientated group,"
said Graham. "While we
did not want to lose this

performing quite simple
material that they could

'

following, we wanted to
break off from the folky
image.
"On the last British tour
we started off with some of
the heavier numbers off the
'Breakaway' album, such
as 'Northern Girl' and
'Sign Of The Times', which
shocked quite a few people.
Butwhen they got used to It
things settled down.

by David Brown

and a teeny bop TV studio

audience.
"It was good for us to
work under such varied
condition. We learnt a lal
from that "
Gallagher and Lyle have
made various stabs at the

charts with

tracks

off

previous albums, such as

'Shine

lmmy Jewell

The nucleus of the band
has been playing together

Light' from

A

'Seeds' and 'Song And
Dance Man' from 'The Last
Cowboy', but while this has
earned them much respect
in the business it has taken
unUl now for them-to make
real chart impact.

rich,

full

saxophone breaks.

Five of the band

members all Come from the
same town, Largs, Scotland, which they say is
pure coincidence! Future
plans include name record leg in the States, They
have been invited to the
Bearsville Studios, Woad stock , to do some recording
and have a break from
their tour.

"I

will be back

hope we

In

England soon," says
Graham,

"It should be mid

April when

and

1

we get back.
suppose we will do a

two week tour, and then
over to Europe.
"We are due for some
Ume off, but suppose we'll
have to wait It seems it Is
wiser for us to work at the
moment" We won't complain about that
1

we

p-="7-1;14"

e

I

f

.11

Tim `CHILD'

i,
e

1

Alan Hornell

L.'3

{

- Benny Gallagher - John Mum ford - Graham Lyle - Jimmy Jewell - Ray

Duffy

5,

- Ian Rae.
1
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ofessor HLstl
In Latin,of course

EDDIE DRENNON

That way 1 ended up
playing with most of the
big Detroit stars," 'he

used to be a teacher
untU he discovered
how to hustle. Now
the man who co produced tracks by
Bo Diddley and has

worked with such
Motown acts as the

Supremes,

i

I

Tempta-

Ross, is dropping his
role as professor for
a piece of the disco

'Let's Do The Latin

i

Hustle' smashed the

American charts
yo

last Summer but it

y

Immediately be-

didn't get released
over here
it

4

came

classic.
.

an

import

So one especially clever

ó

gentleman decided

to
make a carbon copy of the
original and cash in on
It's 'underground' popularity And that's exactly
what happened with the
& O Band being first off
the starting grid and into

'r

M1t

the charts.

Bullied Into action,

,

(0,0z.

a
I

The

-

Drennon's record corn
pany finally released the
original and the result is a
ding
dong battle with

_

I

.

á

teaching side of my

by David Hancock

action.

Drennon's hit

7

f

tions and Diana

e

said,
Thé third string to his
bow was as a teacher and
how it paid off! Some of
his star pupils are in his
band BBS Unlimited.
"I have been teaching a
few of them since they
were nine years old and
now they're 20," he
admits. "But now we've
gol a hit record I won't be
able to keep up the

Eddie likely to come out
on lop.
Drennan has heard the
British cover version,
feels flattered and says it
sounds "like my record
with something overdubbed".
At 35 having been
involved in the music
business since leaving
Howard University, Eddie still finds it hard to
believe that he's become a
success as a recording
artiste.
On that now legendary
transatlantic phone link
the Latin hustler explains
how he got his first big
break through Bo Diddley.
"Bo was living In
Washington while I was
going to school there. I
was playing in some
really way - out jazz

career because there are
so many demands for the
haven't got
band that
the time.
"Don't get me wrong, I
prefer it much more now.
I
like to express myself

groups at the lime and Bo
heard

some tapes

1

and

took an interest."
But the recording label.

Chess,

weren't that

convinced

they

and

thought the music wasn't
a bit commercial. It was
a far cry from the stuff
that was to get millions
dancing some years
later
Nevertheless Drcnoon
started working at Chess
producing and arranging,
working closely with Bo
Dlddley.
At the same time the
man who had majored in
music theory and played
violin, viola and string
bass had his own band.
"When the Motown acts
were in Washington and
wanted a band to back
them then we would
sometimes get the Job.

,

and my music to the
public and at me time I
thought I'd never get the
chance "
Drennan teaches In the
music school in Washington DC.

But It was a little
further down the coast In
the city of New York that
Eddie hit the big time.
The famous discotheques
like Le Jardin picked up
on Eddie's'Uustle' record
and the teacher became a

'star' pupil
"There are so many
different types of dance to

'hustle' music." explains
Urennon "But the basic
dance Is a sort of graceful
minuet type thing that is

based on Latin rhythms.
"The -hustle has been a
dance craze In New York

for about the last year
and a half. Van McCoy
had the first real hustle
hit hut people were also
dancing to Barry White
and MFSB.
'The dance is a very
structured thing with set

movements and It needs

that special rhythm "

As a hustler Eddie
Orennnn has become a

major figure In the
discotheque throughout
North America and

Europe and Is hoping to
repeat his Initial success
with a follow - up record
titled 'Do It Nice And
Easy',
"This hustle music is a
departure for me because
was brought up on R&B
I

playing with Chuck

Berry, Jimmy Reed and
Little Walter as well as Bo
Diddley, but I can't tell
am.
"Even though I've had
more than six months to
get Used to I still can't
you how pleased

believe
record,

I

1

have

a

hit

"We're hoping to bring
the band over to Britain
pretty soon and we'll also
be

featuring Esther

Williams, one of the girl
singers in BBS Unlimited. At the moment I am
busy producing a record
with her
And with the 'Latin
Flustie' now heading for

international success,

this music professor
ought to be able to teach
here thing or two
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ON SATURDAY night in the Fifties the
place to be In Leicester was the 'Troc'.
Some towns had a Palais, this one had a
Trocadero, and that is where you were
likely to find the eight guys who now make
up Showaddywaddy,
'Trocadero' Is the name Idiom? Look at' how
of Showaddywaddy's" lat- Duane Eddy has
est album, released on changed, though he still
April 9 and reviewed has a recognisable style
exclusively in next week's of his Own."
Record Mirror and Disc.
and Is also the track they
have chosen for their next
single.
We thought the title
was ajib since it was a
popular venue In the
Fifties. and ties In well
with our image." said
Romeo Challenger.
"The record fuses old
and new together It is
still basically Rock 'n'
Rog. but played in the
modern way.
"If Eddy Cochran was
alive today would he still
want to play in the same.

The new album features
nine of their ossy numbers

plus three rearranged
rock oldies.
II Js interesting to
reflect that of a hand
thought by most to be a
pure rock revival outfit,
only two of their eight
singles to dale have been
reworked oldies.

"We fancied doing

Heartbeat for a long
time before we got round
to recording it," said
Buddy Gash. "When we
did get round to it we did

"But It wasn't

tis

a

by

straight copy of Buddy
Holly, it was our version.
"People want to cate-

gorise you. Because we
do some rock and wear
the clothes we do. we had
to be a rock revival
group. But our own stuff
Is just as important to us
"Some revival bands
will copy the old records
straight off. If there is a

David
Brown

crack

on the record
experienced al studio
they'll play the crack."
"They seem to think its work," said Romeo.

"It would be nice to
if they can do a hole for note copy of a Fifties have another hit single,
guitar solo," added but lids not essential. We
Romeo, "To gel the think the single makes a
Fifties sound today you good trailer for the
have to be pretty bad," album."
Showuddywaddy are,
'Trocadero" Includes
some songs which they also busy choosing new
say are not typical of material and working out
them, and which should routines for their stage
surprise a few of their show.
"The stage show Is an
critics.
"We are now more important part of our
act," explained Romeo.
"II people are watching
us anyway, we might as
well give them something
good

"Though it's harder to
sing when you are
jumping about "
They explained that
they had a fair amount of
casualties in their ener- Intro to replace their
getic act, but nothing stirring 'Dambusters
"that happens March' grand entrance.
serious
"We even played that
off stage," they said,
"Some of the places when we were In
were so small that we Germany." smiled Budcouldn't all get on the dy. "But no one seemed to
stage, or someone would mind. Everyone told us
fall off," said Buddy that Frankfurt was a
"But we don't have to hard place to work, but
play venues that small we went down a storm.
"People said they had
now.
Their next big British never seen anything like
tour will be in the it. We obviously worked
Summer. complete with hard on it, but hadn't
new material and stage expected as good a

F

by March 17.
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ile s made a

fishy album. (5,6)
Rand taking fur hack to
America (Si
Paradoxically those of silence:

2
3

(6)
8
9

10

W

I

One that David Byron doesn't

want taken (e)
They're in Aerosmith's attic.
(4)
There are fifty of them for lover
-leavers (4)
Sieve has his band of all stars,

II

17.

l9

Spaniard with the music of the
mountains! (6)
The ones that were made for
walking? (5)
Ralph McTell's fancies- (6,2.3)

14

15

They plan to add

extra lighting,

more
rostrums, back projection, and perhaps a new

More like certain suede shoes,
(5)
It goes with Demis. (7)
A leacher of reality? (6)
What Nazareth are when
proud. (4)
Something peculiar in space.

North East and their know where." said
native Midlands, but their Romeo.
last tour made an Impact
The band now have
in the South.
more time to spare, and
are
beginning to branch
"We had always sold
records down South, but Out into the business
world.
not many of them had
Some band members
seen us," said Buddy.
"But they soon warmed to have a music shop In
Leicester and others hope
our show."
open a night club there.
Trocadero' was record- tO
with disco, restaurant
ed at. De Lane Lea and cocktail bar.
studios, Wembley, as But it is The Duke.
were the previous two Malcolm
Allured, who
albums.
has the most interesting
response as we got "
"We've always record- proposition
searing old
The band's appeal in ed there, but perhaps next police bikes to America.
this country has always time we shall try "It can't go wrong," he
been strongest in the elsewhere, but I don't says.
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group of three from ELP. (7)
Crown Heights romance: (6)
Group appearing one of these
nights, perhaps. (6),
One of the Faces in a quartet,
supposedly, (5)
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A Ned Young album. (4)
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"Yeah, it must be dead
boring staring at all those
groups who Just stand
there playing away,"
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THE FIRST five correct entries to this
Crossword drawn from
the postbag will win a
unique Fresco - Le Raye Record Mirror h
Disc Freak T - shut.
Send your entries to
Crossword, P.O B'i
tos, Spotlight House, I
Benwell Road, London,
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unreliable I am because
even though they are
false I have to live them

Y

'

down. You know how the
public are, they hear a
rumour and they go on
with it. they don't go

e

7.

t

."F

ut

.

-
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o

lacking through records
to check and see, but I
plan to live them down.
"You know being a
disco artist Is me of the
easiest parts of the
business to get lost In, but
I'm not alining to stay
there so can't get lost.
"I mean It's definitely
nut going to be n disco
album from here on In.
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and I hope to he
squashing all those
rumours too

I

-sari

"I must tell you It's
really bad to be
unreliable like that
because

in bed suffering
from flu then here's a tale that'll while
away a few of those miserable minutes.
It's one you'll like because it shows that
sometimes, only sometimes mark you,
being ill can be a blessing.

one of her

British

tendance

step.

a

There's no one
from her record

company around
after all there's
no disc to promote
and her twat single
didn't make the
Top Twenty.
The promoter mentions

that she's suing her

previous management.
Gloria opens the door
and immediately returns
to her American phone
call telling the mouthpiece how she's had to

pay all the Internal

on her European

cent of her
transatlantic tare. She
reckons she won't come
out of It with anywhere
near the profit she
expected
Wearing kimono and
matching turban she
appears to be over the
worst of her illness but
does order tea and a
`per

single brandy

-

a

respectable cure.
The first thing she does
Ia deny her reputation for
being unreliable.
"I was surprised to
hear that was one of the
1

most unreliable artists,"
she begins. "I heard that
I'd been booked here

three times before and I'd
never showed up. Well
that was the first I'd
heard about It. 1 hadn't
been booked here beforebetore.
'The last time I was
going to come to London
for interviews I got sick
and collapsed. Every
time I go to Italy I get sick
and that seems to be
unfortunate for roe and

England."

But not it would seem
for Italy. As much as

Gloria Gaynor rallies

a diet
against its food
of bread pasta, pasta, I
ask you") or its hotels
t "no nesting 1n the
rooms, everyone had to
sleep in their clothes")
she has toured the
peninusula four times and
has her biggest following
there

It

was there she

Collapsed In true dramatic style "qty voice was
going on me through the

drink,"

she

con-

cludes pouring a little of
the brandy Into her tea.
"I've never missed a
show. and I've only ever
been late once In the
whole of my career and it
wasn't even me, it was my
group that was late

"I

think someone

preceeds me who doesn't
like me and drops these

whole thing and when I
got to 'Never Can Say

Goodbye' which Is a
really heavy song then
my voice just wasn't
coming out, Then I
started on 'Reach Out'
with the words "when you
feel that you can't go on"
and I just couldn't mean
I was
I started to cry
and my voice
choking
wasn't Coming out and I
got all hot, feverish and

-

-

dizzy.

1

It was

so

embarrassing, really ter table and the audience
were dead.

Doctor
"I

thought what am I
doing out here, killing
myself. I won't be able to
do

London."

go out to dance, dine and
enjoy themselves and not
solely watch the act
So by the time she was
well enough to finish her

British gigs, Gloria

Gaynor's drawing power
had never really been
tested to its full.
Nevertheless the 'disco
queen' was disappointed
not to have played

Al FIJA

-

tour and 40

even

OR

promoters in at-

airfares

1

inca 4OlIN

interviews with

peculiar

glad that you finally
showed up' and went
through this big thing
couldn't
about It
understand It till someone
Bald 'We were told it was
typical of you to get drunk
and not show up ' I don't

-

American artists
would regard as a
cheapo gaff.
She Conducts

star when

"I was In a club
someplace place in the
States and the plane was
delayed and we were
supposed logo on stage at
f0 o'clock and got there at
9.30 and the club owner
was like 10 minutes from
a heart attach and he was
upset and said: 'Oh I'm so

This week Gloria Gaynor cancelled the majority of
her British shows after having collapsed on stage while
playing San Remo in Italy.
Doctors told her to take It easy or risk ruining her,
voice It seemed the 'disco queen' had been cheated by
Ill health out of her prestigious London debut.
You see, she had been booked into the Hammersmith
the capital's largest venue outside Its
Odeon
stadiums and arenas it top line 3.000 capacity gig.
But strangely enough not that many fans were
cheated because advance booking sales for the show
had been low and even allowing for a dramatic 'on the
night' sale Gloria could well have been faced with a
hall empty theatre.
Ironically her Illness may have left her with more
dignity than disgrace.
A similar state of affairs also happened at
Birmingham Town Hall "here, once again, the
advance sales on the cancelled show had been low
Still. an artist wants and needs to perform, even if It
is to half-empty theatres.
Gloria's need is even greater, especially as she has a
rumoured reputation for being unreliable. Now her
reputation can only get worse.
Her highness Is
holed up in an out
of the hay medium-priced hotel
that most visiting

a

Upset

IF YOU'RE propped up

-

so easy to

it's

think you're
you're not.

And she didn't:
The next thing is a
phone call from Italy to
British promoter Stuart
Dingley asking it Gloria

could have a day off from
her British schedule.
Dingley takes up the
story: "The only day we
Could give her off was my

show In Birmingham
other.. Ise we would be In
trouble with other promotern, so 1 pulled that show
out,

"Then when Gloria

came to Britain we got a
doctor to see her and he
told her not to sing all
week.
"I've got a letter In my
brief -case to say she can't
sing till Saturday (a day
after the Hammersmith
show)," he insists.
It's impossible to say
how many tickets might
have been sold for these
big concert halls,.but once
again the only gigs Gloria
was allowed to play were
two cabaret- night clubs.
night Clubs.
Here she has what
could be Called a "captive
people alto
audience"

-

the

bigger halls especially as
she'd brought over her
own band complete with
dancers ready to demonstrate the 'hustle.'
"My art works just as
well in concert hails as it
does in smaller clubs."
she insists. "It's not Just
disco music Lord knows,
anyone would get tired of
an hour and a hallo! disco
songs. No, we vary it a
great deal"
Gloria agrees that in
the past she has been a
manipulated star but now

David
Hancock

little rumours,"
It has been just

forever
storms
the palace
portals
and tiips

fo findout

music and I'm negoUatfor another tour as
soon as possible so you
can see It,
"I get very upset about
all the rumours of how
log

Change
This new found independence has started by

the suing of her

management. "I haven't
had a lot to do with my
bookings but that's going
to change Immediately as

well."

She's also hoping to
broaden her appeal.
"In my act I change
from pop to rock to disco,
even to some Broadway

year

because the
context has been disbanded
Mind you there is a
rumour that the whole
idea was thought up by
her hand's bass player to
get publicity for Gloria
and the discotheque hut
that's only a rumour.
What la fact Is that
Gloria's credibility has
taken another knock in
this country and her
reputation has ironically
been saved somewhat by
the flu bug,
But if the rumours and
cancel la lions increase the
disco queen might well
find herself without any
subjects

maintains that things are
going to change.

The flu she has
Contracted looks like
being an even bigger
blessing than was first
thought-

a

since Gloria Gaynor was
crowned "Disco Queen"
in New York's famous 'Le
Jariin' and it looks ale
she might hold the UUe

4111
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that jazz

WE'VE ALREADY got swing in the
charts: by the summer we're going to
have jazz too - at least, that's what Roy

t zic

Wood says.

"By Summer the jazz craze will be
flippin' big," claims he, "It'll be sweeping
the country."

In anticipation of the /raze, Roy's
written a
whole album full of jazzy rock that'sJust
going to be
Wizrard's next IP, due out mldApelt "It's
going to
be called 'W ban'. I'd thought of using that
UUe for
the first Wtreard album... hut is the end 1 didn't
"
A single has just been released as a
trailer
for the
album, called 'Indiana Rainbow'. "It's really
the
hnreseiest of the Id an the album," says Roy, who's
obviously aiming to
break his fans into
jazz-rock gently.
He says It's not an
easy prowess bringing
Jar. and rock idioms
together while aiming
for highly commerlal.
1

"Ie'e just as difficult,"
he reckons, "no at-

tempting

a
classical/rock Ius1on. "
He admits that his
prediction of u jazz
rook boom could
possibly be wrong:

"But I'm fairly certain

It Isn't and It's come to
the time when we've
got to change the band

anyway."

!

ROY WOOD: Wizzo kid

Ape'l from a change In Wlzsard's music, the line.
up has seen a few casings and goings. "We've still
got Mike Burney, who plays tenor and various
saxes, and we've still got Charlie Orema r an drums.
"Then we've got u new sax player named Billy
Paul. Ile plays baritone and flute ton. Ile also siege,
which Is useful.
"Then there's Bob Wilson. Ile plays trombone,
flugelhorn and French horn. Then Graham Gallery,
w ho's a bane player and singer.
"lastly, I'm hoping that Bob Brady might come
back as piano player.

"I'm

hoping now to keep Wizoard together as a
outfit Beforehand I used to have to do four
a year for two different companies and
W ie and got cheesed off waiting around for me and
so they gradually drifted off.
"Now it's much better. I only have to do two
albums a year and the band Is Involved with one of
!We -time

album,

them."

The Une -up which recorded 'Wizen' Is not the one
Roy'n outlined above, so some of the new %%lamed
are learning the new material from screech.
"As soon as I've put the finishing touches to the
album," says Roy, ''we'll start rehearsing for a
British tour. I don't know how long It's going to lake
to get it all together, but I'm hoping to get on the
road though after about a north.
"We'll be doing mainly a new show with about 80
per cent of the material from the new album. There
will be a medley of the old hits though, for those who
have came specially lo hear them "
It's Ie months since Wizened last toured In Britain
and even longer since they did American concerts,
so Roy'. aiming to go to the States to tour with
Wizxard soon after he's completed his British dates.
While everything looks very optimistic for
N teemed at the moment, Roy'. fortunes an a solo
artist have taken a bit of a down -turn. Hie second
solo album 'Mustard' didn't match the success of the
first me 'Boulders' and his singles from 'Mustard'
got loot in the tlhretnas rush.
"I think," he nays reflectively. 'Thad 'Mustard' la
better album than 'Boulders' and better
a
produced. When I did 'Boulders' It was the first and
I'd got no y a rdaUek to measure It by."
He says he doesn't want to make any excuses, but
Boulder.' did get a lot more exposure than
'Mustard'. The single too could have been helped a
lot if he'd got a 'Top Of The Pops' on It, which didn't
happen.
"Actually," b. says with a grin, "I'd like to go
back arid put a good Tinny Blackburn mix on It. Most
people diesel got stereo radio, so when you have
things whizzing about all over the piece, it just tends
to sound a near when you bear Han Radio One.'
the studio* he works amaaingly long hours.
"I'm usually szrppoeed to be there at about half past
two In the afternoon. Needless to say I'm usually
lase (Ala lapunetuallty Is well-known), but once ron
there. I generally work until Em completely
often around oeveh o'clock the next
karechered

I

morning.
The trouble la tied you tend to became more and
more critical of what you are doing. In the end
though." he adds, "I do know when to stop. "

{
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MARMALADE are back, as Il you hadn't
already noticed, and are laying It on thick
To be truthful, they never went away, but
they have had a four-year absence, from the
charts.
But then, since 'Radancer,' they have not
made a record.
The revival of interest is due to the success of the
single 'Falling Apart At The Seams', a Tony McCauley
song, which got them back into the charts, plus several
television appearances
'Falling Apart At The Seams', aptly sums up their
situation three years ago,
with a constantly chang-

'1

"There Is quite a lot of
our material lying about,
some finished, some
unfinished U they wanted
to do something with IL "
Alan added: "There is
a whole new generation to
whom our old hits mean

songs that could have
been o hit If anyone had
released it."

"I

don't agree with
that," Graham butted In.
"I think we had a distinct
advantage if merely due
to our name

"It ,would

not surprise

nothing, but they are
beginning to show later -

all to find them rereleasing 'Reflections'
and 'Ob-La-DI' on the
strength of our current
me at

eel through our live

dates."
"It might not seem

success.

and a
drift away from
their chart image.
The current line-up,
original members drummer Alan Whitehead and
bassist Graham Knight,
plus new arrivals Charlie
Smith, guitar, and Sandy
Smith. lead guitar, has
been together for two
years.

r
t
7

Their partnership with

He

wrote 'Baby Make It
Soon', which got to
cumber nine in 1961.
"We felt the song was
right for us," Alan said.

"Ills Ideal for
and

radio play,

sults us vocally,

"We did very well at

Glasgow University,

which might or might not
be due to the fact three of
us are from Glasgow

Scot
Marmalade can claim

1

to be the pioneers of the

Scot rock boom:

"There were no bands
coming down from Scot
land a few year' back,
and those that were did
not do much.
"Really It was my fault
that the Bay City Rollers
carne down to London. We
were playing N Kirkcaldy, and Tam Paton
said he was looking for en
agency for the hand, so
we recommended ouR
But they left after a few

hits,

.. "

Marmalade are still big
business North of Na
border, and are gradually
reasserting their popu-

larity elsewhere,

'We don't want
to see an
e
empty haTY'

rather like the old

Marmalade style.
"But N all fairness, I
think It was me of those

street

tours.

"For the last two years
most of our work has been
outside this country. We
never stopped touring.
"We went further afield
to where our appeal was
fresh, and where our
sound was more acceptable.
"In this country we

McCauley seems a happy
one, but this Is not their

degree of nostalgia
about them and a better
knowledge of what has
gone before than the
average person in the
a

whistie;stop package

Fresh

concert Druid. The new
single has given us a new
lease of life."

universities," says Ora.
ham "They seem to have

from I<ent), but
Robin Trower was playing In town and we
expected him to draw the
students.
I believe mast bands
are less heavy now, and
more entertaining. We
include about six of the
hits plus some newer
stuff, and we are
certainly not emptying
halls anymore."
Among their most
memorable one sighted
during the past year was
a Hunt Ball in Yorkshire,
a far cry from the days of
performing in marquees,
backs of lorries, and on

"fly '73 we had become
one of the greatest bands

seem to need chart
success to keep working.
We are not really a

of appeal at the

he comes

steady

for emptying halls," said
Graham.
"Dean lformer member
Dean Ford), wanted to do
heavy rock, and wouldn't
do the hits. Kids paid to
see us and expected to
hear the songs that had
made us big, but they
weren't getting them."
Likewise, the rock fans
stayed away from their
concerts because they
expected them to play
nothing but their '80s hits.
A split became inevitable, but miraculously
the name survived, and
the new band started
looking for fresh ground.
"We had just about
saturated Great Britain,"
said Alan. "After ten
years a band should have
done most of the circuit

obvious, but we have a Id

(Alan is the -odd man out,

ing personnel

first association.

19 NI

by David Brown

for

which the current single
can do no harm
Their next single will be
another McCauley Bong'
and U that takes off they

will

A

start work

on

an

album, to Include some r'1
their own material.
They freely admit to
having their problems
and faults in the past, and
have obviously leas"
from them. The clyde has
turned right round for
them. till they are back in
the charts again.
They don't want to red
oei past laurels, but at the
same tine don't want a
completely Ignore
They have made that
mistake before, and Nee
agree: "We don't want to
see any more emp4'

hall. "
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THERE'S SOMETHING very satis
lying about having a

HARD GRAPH
FOR ETHMtI

single in the charts,
apart from the glory
that S. Money. It
overcomes shyness,
gets rid of acne and

can waver your
principals.
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American song-

writer / singer

Randy Edelman

might look as if tie's
having a ball grooving away to 'Concrete And Clay', but
afterwards, I can
reveal that he
sneaks off and plays
and
Rachmaninov
that's not Russian
roulette.
"I grew up In New

-

Jersey," said Randy

"When I was young all I
wanted to do was play
hall.
used to keep my
plano playing a secret.
was 14 I
Then when
thought I should play
plano all the time. went
to music school for four
years and met James
Brown. It was the
opposite world lo mine I
used to go to his company
and arrange music there
then come back to school
and play Rachmanlnov "
When he left college, he
took his tapes to a
publisher, and met Tony
Orlando who was doing a
1
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RANDY EDELMAN: sneaking
Rachmanino e

career took
turn,

a

'

swift up

-

all happened in
from
yearIt and a half
Australia to Mexico. It's
been good experience."
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From there, Randy's

off

a
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Randy "Realistically'
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speaking, there are few
concert pianists who are
doing what they want to
do. There Isn't enough
demand, Most of them
end up teaching music In
much prefer
college.
rock. I Just think to
myself sometimes, 'you
could be teaching In
Columbia, Ohio; and I
don't regret It . "

i

But

intended

Ethna recorded 'The

films, doing the
scores and more recently
with

working with Nigel

Olsson who Is producing
an album for Susan
George.
Then last year, he met
the Carpenters They had
recorded a couple of his
songs and invited him on
the tour There might be
some who would not
necessarily welcome this

invitation, but Randy
did.

"It was a bit scarey,
being thrown out In front
of 10,000 people. It was a
kind of shock treatment.
They've been great to me
though and they are easy
to work

years ago and It was
recently unearthed in a
Glasgow junkshop by
radio personality Frank
10

joke, was In popular
demand. However she
agreed to make another

flabbergasted to hear
that the song, which was
recorded years ago as a

been going up and down
like a proverbial yo - yo
(see chart).

recording .of the number, which subsequently
became a hit.
It entered the charts
on October 18, last year,
and since that time it's

CEMENT
Unit Four Plus Two sang
as his single?

"Well, this is the first
time I've recorded a
single that I didn't write
myself. I know the
original was a big hit in
Britain, but It didn't do
much In America, In
some ways that's good.
It'll be fresh to the
Americans
"1'd been thinking
about doing an old song
and I sat down at the
plano and started to play
the song. I couldn't even
remember the words. The

song seemed to suit my

voice, so I recorded it."
it seems an amazing
coincidence In me, that I

should speak

to two
merican artists recently
so much in
common. You remember
Rupert Holmes? The man
who has been producing
an album for Barbra
Streisand? The man who
plays piano, write. film
scores, who released the
brilliant single 'NaUunal
Pastime? No?
"I don't know halm."
said Mr Edelman coldly,
Oh well, it was a thought.
A

who have

with."

Perhaps he could pass
a few hints to Nell

a,.,

"They have recorded

Skerett who then played
it during his programme
on Radio Clyde. Eventually the Irish born
Ethna, 29, and a part -

time secretary, was
tracked down in a
suburban house in
Leeds, and was totally

never

to become a

He was
strictly an arranger and
conductor. Ile's worked

Sedak

ETHNA CAMPBELL: flabbergasted

Old Rugged Cross', an
old religious song, about

Randy

performer.

on

ETHNA'S PROVED to
all that if you wait long
enough you'll eventually
become a star.
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SAND

But what about the
classical music? Didn't
he regret leaving It
behind for the less subtle
'Concrete And Clay'
"I don't regret it,'' said

a

song of mine called 'You'
and it may be their next
single alter the Herman's
Hermits one they have

just released."
Mr Edelman seems to
be well up an the current
British releases. Has he
been here before'
I've been to Britain
once, last April. when I

came in for a promotional
visit. appeared once In a
club. But 1 will be back
this week and may do one
1

convert."

But what made him
choose a 10 " year - old

f
.
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PRIZES OF
THE 'GREATEST

HITS' ALBUM
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STRANGE AS IT may sound, that brash bunch of rockers Molt The Iloople
came out of a band called Silence
This contained guitarist Slick Ralphs, bassist Overend Watts and
keyboards player Verdes Allen, who were joined by Ian Hunter, guitar,
keyboards and vocals, and drummer Dale Griffin. They gained a strong
followin through circuit gigs and several reasonably impressive albums,
and got In the public eye through That Albert Hall concert, which led to rock
concerts being banned there.
Band members came and went, and the band looked like coming to a
premature erd, but got a brief reprieve when David Bowie gave them new
spirit after he produced their first hit
The best of the band in their latter and more creative period, May '72 to
February '74, can be found on CBS's Greatest Hits collection, which can be
yours B you can answer three easy questions on Molt

MOTT COMPETITION
Just answer the following three questions and send your entry to: MOTT/
CBS Competition, RECORD MIRROR A DISC, PO Box 195 London 577BB.
The first 25 correct entries picked out by the Editor will lie announced the
winners d the complete sets and the following 50 runner - up winners will
each receive a 'Greatest lilts' album.

Who was the guitarist that replaced Mick Ralphs?

2) What uses the name
3)

of their hit written and produced by Bowie?

Which ex -Spiders From Mars guitanst joined them in their latter

days?
Name

Address

'

in
Ka
by Linda Merinoff'
ANDY SCOTT was lounging

around the dish - cluttered
living room of a suite In one
of New York's once - lovely
hotels, the same one in
which Roxy Music used to
stay. Sweet were In New
York for a couple of days
but they won't be playing
here.
Andy was eager to talk about
America and he certainly should
be, considering that the Sweet Is
one of the few English bands to
have any success here at all.
"We've got to be better really,

haven't we,'= said Andy,
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"Everyone says America's the

hardest to break and our records
have broken so we must be good.
hasn't been any hype
because that way no me would
have known whether It was the
hype or the fact that the Americans
wanted a group like us.
"We've always had a cult
following In California anyway and
It's amazing the amount of people
who used to buy all our imports. I
always considered myself lucky in
terms of success, but then It doesn't
become luck anymore
It's
because you're really good. "
"I think we're a breath of fresh
air," added Mick Tucker.
"There's no one else around
who's playing our particular kind

There

-

of music."

"There's a lot of feel in the music,
energy," said Andy. "We're the
only band that doesn't have a front
man really. Bands like the
Yardbirds used to excite me and If
we can be hail as exdung as that
kind of thing we're doing well. "
Sweet all feel that what the
American kids are looking for at a
concert is lots of noise, lots of

energy, real good time rock 'n'
roll. They use special effects like
lighting and Barns, but those are
secondary. Although they work
hard on stage, Sweet Just seem to
let Ball happen.
Although the band's been
plagued with technical problema in
the fiat few cities Bite Nashville
and Chatanooga they've been well
received at all their dates. They've
also discovered what other
problems to avoid.
Andy told me: "We Introduced
one or two new numbers, but then
there becomes a low spat and It
breaks up the energy. The
American kids want to be driven
all night, so we're bringing back
some of our old stuff."
"America's only had one album
here, so we have to work within
those barriers and confines," Bald
Mick.

Afford
On this American tour Sweet are
being supported by Eric Carmen,
former member of the Raspberries. He Is a classic pop
performer, young and good looking, and his music Is vibrant
enough not to turn off a Sweet
audience. It's surprising that
Sweet can afford to headline a tour
after only two hit singles, but they
seem to be selling very well

Since they aren't playing to New
York, Capitol Records hired a bus
to bring people to their
Philadelphia concert about 2114
hours away. We pulled up at the
Holiday inn where we met Mick
and Brian. Brian seemed all right,
but Mick appeared to be very
nervous, perhaps pre - concert

jitters.

The concert itself went very well.

The harmonies were lens subtle
than those on the records but sell
effective. The many Eric Carmen
fans in the audience don't seem to
beat all put off by the Sweet. Andy,
however, was wrong when he said
that he thought their audience In
America was about 1g years old.
There were Very young kida in the
auditorium and they Seemed to be
the only ones to respond, by
giggling and shouting, In every
vulgar comment the band made.
Americans aren't used to a
continual bombardment of four
letter words corning down tram the
stage. People can get arrested
here for that.
The world of Rock 'n' Roll being
what It Is, moist of the songs the

band played were from the
'Desolation Boulevard' album All
of Brian's introductions to the
songs went completely over the
kids' heads
not because they're
no complicated but because the

-

audience can't understand his
accent
In spite of the language barrier,

most of the audience had a
marvellous time, yelling, a few
people in the front up dandng, the
rest bouncing In their seats.
Back at the hotel suite: Andy and
Mick have been speaking for about
an hour. Steve and Brian
wandered in and the eating and
drinking began. Brian went down
to the

bar to

see some fans who've

called up to the room to say hello.
Sweet will make It in America
simply because they're playing
good, music and they have the
sensitivity to keep in touch with
what their audience is looking for
even if It doesn't particulartY
suit the band.

-

That's professionalism and
that`s what usually wins out over
here.
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PART FOURTEEN: Chuck Berry
'-

'R
CA ZY

t+

r

LEGS' ... BERRY Waxie
Maxie

r

CH ARLES ED-

WARD BERRY,
nicknamed "Crazy

Legs." "The Poet Of
The Rock 'N' Roll
Age," and "Mr Rock

& Roll," was horn in
St. Louis on October
18, 1931.

Chuck Berry. with his
three sisters
Lucy Ann,
Thelma, and Martha
attended Simmons Grade
School. Sumner High. and
later Poro College, St
Louis. In 1952, Chuck
formed his Chuck .Berry
Combo and soon, his
throaty voice and high
energy guitar, aided by

-

-

nifty accompaniment.

calapautted his band Into

local clubs like the
Moonlight Bar, fluff

Garden Club, and All
Cranks Lounge, East St
Louts
He sang and played

guitar

so

well that

bluesman Muddy Waters,
told Leonard Chess, 01
Chess Records in Chi -

PO f Fan Club, 760
vlurket Street, Suite 315,
San Francisco, California

U.S.

'

Organisers: Raymond
and David.

dembership fee: four
dollars. (Cheque or

money order), Silver
iggy Pop Membership
Card, Hardcore POP
Button. "Fanzine". put
out regularly, Iggy Pop
bumpersticker, two Hard
core postcards and a free
Iggy Pop Poster for new
European fans. Offers of
poster. S x 10 glossy
picture, picture button,
photo message stickers.
bock issues of "Fanzine"
and other items.
o 550 Official Fan Club,
31 Soho Square, London,
W.1
Secretaries: Jan and
Wendy.
Membership lee: 75p per

year

was signed to make
records immediately
Chuck explains "I first

walked Into Chess
Records In May of

after going to

a

Club

provides

membership card, complete biography of each
member, signed glossy

photograph. complete

GANG story, bulletins of
where and when they are
playing, news letters.
Competitions. chance 'to
attend recording session.

Offers of individual

photographs and personal photobadges SAE.
H IRBItA STRICISAND

Aae.orhaUon. 59 Albion
Road. Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk 51630210.

Secretary: David

G.

art'
Membership tee: CI per
year (75p if you are still at
school) and 0, 50 outside

5%

the British

Isles

Mem-

bership card. photograph
of Barbra and copy of the
t

newsletter.

Newsletterssent out bb
monthly. consisting of
four or five pages

including a feature

Barbra Streisand and

nw" written by members

1955,

Moldy

Waters show the night
before, and I jammed
with him, it was a great
thrill, him letting me play
with the hand, and he told
me to go along and see

Leonard

-

whoever

Leonard was, I didn't
know
and 'get him to
record you,' because he
said I played some nice
stuff. So he gave me the
address, and I went. The
first records I cut for
Chess were 'Mayhelllne'
and 'Wee Wee Hours'. "
But the life of a
professional Rock 'n'
Roller in 1955 was tough.
The young Chuck Berry,
only 2.1 at the lime, was
amblUous He believed he
was talented enough to
make it to the top. But

-

during the next few years.
Chuck proved himself
worthy of the faith Muddy

fan clubs

10í1

94 102,

cago, about Chuck and he

_-

Waters and Chess

Records had In him Ile
w rote and recorded many
songs that expressed the
feelings of teenagers al
that time
'Sweet Little
Sixteen', 'Carol', 'Schaal
Day', etc.
"I have written about
cars. and about my
school- I can't write about

-

something I haven't
experienced
wrote
I

'Sweet Little Sixteen' at a
concert when sawn little
1

girl running around

backstage collecting

autographs
In 1956. he hail his
second million seller with
'Roll Over Beethoven',

which led

to hint

appearing in the Newport
Jazz hestivul Fins 'Jazz
On A Summer's Day' Ills

sellout concerts became
scenes of mayhem that
have been rarely equalled.
He appeared In 'Rock
Rock stock' 11957), 'Mr
Rock & hole' 119571, and
'Go Johnny Go (19591.
Ile also made a string of

records for several other
labels including, Argo.
Roulette. Checker, End,
Atlantic, Mercury, before

returning

to Chess

Records a few years ago
Chuck is also csut'
vagant with the money he
earns One purchase was
a large amusement park

complex called Berry
Park In Mlssourt.
"Country club, swimming pool, nightclub,

"It

-

the lot," lie says.
cost me about half a

motel

million dollars".

Ile also likes the
applause of the crowd
when rock and roll fans
stand and shout 'Let It
Rock' and 'Bye Bye
He says: "I
Johnny'
shall never hang up my
guitar Maybe I'll get so
feeble that I'll have to
lean on it a little. But I
reckon ell both go over
together"

Ills sensational

"crouch run" stage

routine always brings the
In I''elinuhouse down
ary, 1967, he caused a riot

al London's Saville

Theatre when the safety
curtain was brought down
towards the end of his
house - rocking performance, end hundreds of
drape - clad Rock 'n' (toll
tearing
fans rioted
down fillings and swiftly
dismantling seats!
Chuck Is happy with the

-

success of his career, but
would still like to appear
on Itritish Tv more often
Certainly. no one can
object to Mr Rock
appearing on the Ohl

Grey Whistle Test, Supersonic. and Magpie. as
long as he plays some of
that gond old Rock 'n' Roll
Music

J-9')

MANY readers write In asking for fan club
addresses that we've started giving details of how you
can get in touch with carious fan clubs.
Please do not write to RECORD MIRROR & DISC for
Information about fan clubs. We do not have club
information at our disposal and letters cannot be
answered.
If you nuna fan club and would like to see details of
your particular organisation listed, please write to
RECORD MIRROR & DISC Fan Clubs, e/o 32 Studley
Drive, Redbridge. Bford, Essex.
SO

cwr

a

KINKS: Rey Davies end friends.
March. Offers of pens,
with a plc as a. prize for
key fobs, lapel buttons
the successful ones.
and photographs. MemNews, quizzes, crossbership card. Members
adverwords, members'
tisements for records. will have chance of seeing
biography
Brook-when he is In this
Serialised
etc.
Also tape country.
or story
"Barbra Streisand sound
M 5RTY, PAUL AND
Al ag.az ine. "
DANNY, Fan Club, P O
LYN PAUL Fan Club,
Box 67, Harrow. MiddleBridge House- Station sex.
Road. Theale, Reading,
Secretary: Jemmu WalkHerks_

Secretary: Mandl Bel-

cher

Membership fee: Li.

Biography, personally
signed picture, four news
letters per year, member
ship card. Visits back
stage where possible_ A
new club,
BROOK RENTON Fan
(lob, ''Chet Nous," 2
Woodside. Beamish Stanley, Co. Durham, 0H11
OQY

Seer etary: "D" Dodd,
-Membership free up- to

er.
Membership fee: CI per
year. On touting members receive free club

badge, glossy photo,
biography. latest details

and news of the boys, bimonthly news letters with
personal messages from
the boys. Competitions
run regularly with prizes

of something

BRAD 7603

>eraonal

from Marty, Paul or

Danny and a chance to
meet them on tour
Special offers of photo -s,
lee sh Iris logos, stickers.

THE NEW SMASH HIT SINGLE OUT NOW
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james hamiltonS

DISCO PAGE
MESSAGE TO

Li`
[,

eJ

SOMETHING ultimately harmful seems to be happening
something that needs a warning
before it gets totally out of

Impression on the national Top 100
there. Which is the point of.my message
here ,
.
A hell of a lot of good disco records are
coming out here
far too many! Very
few of them are going on to the sort of
success that they deserve. Disco DJs,
radio programmers and even record
reviewers are so swamped with
potentially useful singles that they
haven't u chance of being able to break
more than just a few.
OK, so record producers have
discovered that a market exists which
they can aim for when concocting their
creations (and a surprisingly large
number of the disco singles come from
Britain and Eruupe). But, please
fellows, ease up before you kill the
goose that lays those golden eggs! A
look at the British Top 50 shows that
disco reaction can definitely make Pop
hits, but another look also shows that
there is only so much room for disco
records.
Ease up before there's a backlash, as
Is begihning to be the case in the States.
In fact, ease up before It's too late

-

-

control.

Over the last month or so, the
disco -market has 'become
saturated with product. The

type of music released on
singles in this country has
dramatically changed, so that
material appealing to disco
aüdlences now dominates.
'Heavy' groups have practically vanished, MoR has
become beatler, teenybopper
acts and straight pop purveyors
are less in evidence.
,

In America, which is In the throes of
an enormous 'dlscb' boom, this trend
could be expected. In fact, it Is amazing
to see how few of the really big disco hits
actually go on to make a sizeable

,

these two eight minute plus tracks are almost as
unremittingly funky as
they are when done live,

Terrific' FUNKY PICK
TIIE ROYAL SHOW-

BAND: 'The Hucklebuck'
(Irish EMI IEM15038). A

mindrr'ading plugger

from EMI Ireland has,
sent me this reIssue of the

Brendan Boa yerled

showband's 1965 smash,
an Infectious party -type

styling after Chubby

Checker's twisted treatmentor the late'l0sdance
tune MoR PICK
FRANK SINATRA: 'I've
Got You Under My Skin'
(Reprise K 14420). Pity
It's the applauseriddled
live 'Main Event' cut, but
even so this Is great
quickstepping stuff.
11 E T T E
M IDLER:
'Stranger. In The Night'
I Allan tic

K

111729).

trendy 'disco'
treatment Is still good for
the oil folk, while her
Dente's

BRASS
TRACKS
'Samedi El Vendredl' Rip
has that Tahbu Combo
sound

GEOFF MULDAU1l:
'Llvin' In The Sunlight
(

Levin' In The

Moonlight)' (Reprise K
14121). Marla's hubby
has authentic '20s -type
fun with this happy Henry
Hall -style silliness
JOHN INMAN: 'Teddy
Bear's Picnic' (D.IM 11.18
645). A fine- if faster

You' (Parlophone)

with the Twist.

-I'mas

surprised he's surprised
*cos It's so obvious
a Ith the re- activation of
all their old singles, could
the BEATLES be the next
new thing though'
20th C I! NT(IItY STEEL
BAND 'We've Got To
Work To Stay Together'
(U.A) continues upwards
w Ith Ups from Peter Dunn
.

(Hostile Sounds Disco,
Haverfordwest), Willy

Cash (U n touchable Disco,

Appleby). Doctor John
Tech. Telford),
(Disco
Jay Davis (Sound MachJon Taylor
Welwyn).
ine

(Crockers, Norwich)

Hymann and Mike

.

Day's swinging with

BENNY GOODM

AN

'Stomping Al The Savoy'
(RCA) . , . Alan (:old
(Brighton) and Dave
MacRae (Primitive Disco' Seuham) Up WOOI)1'
'Wood.
11 ERM AN
chopper'' (tali' (M('A)

Mike McLean's

(lave for OR
FEELGOOD 'Back In
The Night' IUAI and by
BOP
Alan for BE
DELUXE 'Ships In The
Joined by

'

Night' (Harvest)

Wales
clubs) and IA, Aron (Lile

-

Discos, Bognor Regis)
lee also joins Doctor J Mn
for HAMILTON BONANNON 'Bahannon's Beat'

(Brunswick).

. good to

ASLEEP AT THE
WHEEL 'Bwnp Bouncy
Boogie' (Capitol) picking
up action for Mark

i

A!-

--

Vii,
BEATLES: surprise
twist

reminder that JIMMY
JAMES 'I A ni Somebody'
is
his current US hit
still available here (Pee

-

-

7N 45472).

,

support for LINDA G.
TIIOMPSON 'Ooh WhatA
Night' (Magnet) from
1'eter Greig (Route 66
Disco, Plymptoni, Mark

Itymann, á n Ashley
Rally (Ashley's Disco,
Ferryside)

..

-

-

mano (South

i

on World
Records LPSH 172). MoR
PICK
JOE BOBS NAS11VItLE
SOUND CO M I'ANY:
'Chattanooga Chao Chop'
(Capital CL 15957). Less
powerful than their great
'In The Mood,' though a
good segue out of 'Bump
Bounce Boogie' even sw
The flip's 'Take The "A"

French charts

Funky Male (The
Goodies, Rochester) Ups

RHYTHM HERITAGE

'Disco Fled' / 'Boogie
Down' (US ABC LP) and
Les Spain.' (Tlmeplece,
Uverpool) goes ape for
PARLIAMENTS 'Mothership Connection' LP
a
(US Casablanca)

...

1

(Atlantic)

and rangy new rhythm!
POP PICK
11OT CHOCOLATE:
'Don't Stop It NOW (Rak
239). Predictable as
(

Mercury 11018019). Ruth

the birds
IODI: 'Querida Mom'
(Argentlnan EMI 124).

Setting the cat among the
pigeons, here's a simply

terrific import from
Argentina! Combining

perfect American hustle
Ingredients with Eastern
Influences, Marvin Gaye
vocal sounds, stomping

rhythm breaks and

freakout guitar, It's an
inventively frothy delight
that deserves release
here, there and everywhere. Definitely a US
smash if it gets out then.
DISCO PICK BILLY COLE ORCHES-

TRA: 'Mystic Mood'
(Recreational and

Educational Enterprises,
from G. Francis, 12
Canary Avenue, Kingston

II, Jamaica).

And

another) This beautifully
lush and sophisticated

Easy Listening In-

strumental -smoother !s
credited to Zap - Pow as
composer, yet

it

bears no

SOUL CHILDREN:
'Finders Keepers' (Epic
8-50178). Meanwhile,

back in the States, this old
fashioned Don Davis
produced Soul pounder Is
currently Sam and Dave ing round about the
halfway mark oin the R&D
chart.
MONDAY AFTER: 'Merry Go - Round' (Buddah
BDA 512). Here's a Tom
mixed two Moulton
parter that's cllmbing-the
Soul top 30. A bright and
breezy cymbal sizzler, It's

typically characterless
despite some impassioned
walling Ohm the guys In
the group.
TOM SCOTT: 'Uptown

and Country' (Ode
Mille). Featuring gospel ,
type organ by Richard
Tee and slipper slide

gulrar

by

Hugh

McCracken, this boun0
Mg rhythm showcase for
the sax
playing LA
Express leader is enough
ofa hustler to go disco ina
big way. Here, Jr Walker
tans should love It

&

Chant

'Rork Bark' (Reggae RE
003, from L Lawrence,
249 Kilburn High Road,
London NW6

-

01

328

Evidently a new
dance, this rhythm and
the chanted lyrics have a
simple but peculiar power
5960).

that is immediately

grabbing. Not necessarily another 'Dan', but
well worth checking,
REGGAE / POP PICK.
BANDIT: 'Money Money'
(Grounatton

GRO 2003,

titre 'inlcan,

49

-

53

Harrow Road, London W
al 402 2IM). Funky
Instrumental treatment of
the O'Jays' 'Ship Ahoy'

-

album track, rather
good.

THE CREATIVE AND
THE RECEPTIVE: 'Skin
Tight
Too Tight'

(Tropical

AL 060).
Inspired by the Ohio
Players, this arg-an - led
instrumental has a strong

churning hustle beat
revival.
FItANKIE AVALON:

'Venus' (Polydor

Philadelphia's

20011151).

rhythm DISCO PICK
GENE PAGE: 'Wild

(Cream CRM 5002, from
Global Record Sales,
Canada (louse Basement.

chlx and hustling

Cherry' (Atlantic

K

10727). Subdued ales
brass, softened by 'shoobe-dooing' chorus, whistling, strings and general
Molt lushness. DISCO
PICK

UMILIANI:

'mah-NaMahNa' (EMI
INT 519). Original ver

a much - sought
movie theme
nagging nonsense noises,
pure Easy Listening
THE ALLAN BERNARD
LITTLE BIG IIAN1):

slon of

-

1960

'Twelfth Street Rag'

(Destiny DPI, from 70
Victoria Road, Rumford,
Essex

-

Roanford 44958).

Useful fun

CHANTER SISTERS:

'Rand Of Gold' (Polydor
21158(1)9), Freaky stereo
intro to an Incredibly

of.

Lobo's oldie 18 far from
ethnic and could go MoR.
NORRIS WIER: 'Pump
The Pump' (Grounafnn
GRO 2033). The title
refers to the bass volee',
line In the Gladiolas /
Diamonds oldie, 'Little
Darts'
which this In

fact

Is, minus

-

.TAMES FOUNTAIN:

'Seven Day Lover'

Chepstow Street. Manchester Mi 5EN). Good
gosh almighty Lord,
3

In fact this William
Bell production is gee
ulneiy good and worth
getting by Soul fans both
Southern and Northern.
SOUL PICK
ISAAC HAYES: 'Groove
11H14!

A
-

-

Thoa'(LI"Groove

A

Thou' ABC Altai-5155h

Aptly

titled

-

9.48

marathon funky groove
FUNKY PICK
I(ON.11 SOUTHERN: 'I
Just W'anna Dance' IUA
UP 39191), Plerre,Tubbe
gives American. Ratjl a

bouncing funky
filled great
hustle rhythem that

Dixieland reading of the
party Pave.

light reggaeflcauon

THE SELECTORS:

LINDA LEWIS: 'Baby
I'm 1 ours' (Arista 43).
Clumsy build - up to a US
recorded hustling treat'
ment of Barbara Lewis's
oldie.
BARIIRA STRE SAND:
'Shako Me, Wake Me
(When It's Over)' (CBS
4027). Slightly over done

finest reprises his '59 hit
with uatiing hl - hats
lovely, but maybe more
radio than disco.

steady rhythm with wide
appeal.
JOHN HOLT: 'I'd Love
You To Want Me' QTrojan
TR 7975, thrli Selecta).
Almost a Pop hit, John's

Rhythm

PICK

PICK
LEROY 11UTSON: 'Feel
The Spirit (In '76)'
(('urtom K 16702). Lovely
synthetic melody, cooing

reggae

relation to' conventional
Jamaican music. Be
warned, It really is just
straight Easy Listening,
and truly lovely.

-9

gr,1i'

3

HONEY M: 'Baby Do
You Hanna Bump'
(Creole CR 119). Prince
Buster's 'Al Capone goes
disco with a title change

lessly edited from the LP
though it Is, this slowle e
an obvious sautes. POP

available

. j

TION: Terrific
revival that
Train' is possibly strong- inventive
deserves to hit big: POP
er MoR PICK

Hall's famous 1932 ver slon (which -is still

BUMP BOUNCE BOOGIE Asleep At The Wheel
(Capitol)
2 FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN Kevin Ayers (Island)
3 TEXAS Charlie Daniels Band (US Kama Sutra)
4 TIIE II('CKLEBUCK Royal Showband (Irish EMI)
5 TWISTIN' TIIE MOOR Joe loos (Deleted HMV)
6 OPUS No.
Mills Brothers (MCA)
7 It .D10 Medium Wave Band (Spark)
IN THE SUNLIGHT Geoff Mulduur
S LIVIN'
(Reprise)
9 SW'INGTIME IN TIIE ROCKIES Benny Goodman
(RCA)
10 IIIT TIIE ROAD JACK Stampeders ( Private Stock)
BREAKERS
I JUNGLEROCK Hank Mizell (Cbarly)
2 B4Bl DO YOU W'ANNA BUMP? Honey M. (Creole)
IN THE NIGHT Belle Mldler
3 STRANGERS

PiCkS
Cat among

-^

-

BRASS CONSTRUC

crushed cacaoseeds.
Incc: 'I'm 'Mandy Fly Me'

I

McLean (Strathdlsco,
Glasgow), while Shave

Ashley's
joined by Steve Lloyd (SL
many, but GLITTER Discos, Llanelli) In stróng
BAND 'Makes You Blind' Welsh 'support for BUT(Bell) still THE side for TERFLY 'Crazy Legs'
Peter Dunn and Anthony (Thunderbird) , , I'm
Allan (Speakeasy just coming up to a lucky
EDDIE 13 years as a disco DJ,
Wakefield)
happy anniversary me!
D RENNON was .being
page
as
Rod 'King' Schell
this
on
Upped
(Twisted Wheel, Carlisle)
long ago as last October!
Jay Davis, ,Ion and Kay 'Reeko' Robin.
Taylor Up EDDIEREND son (Tiffanys, Leicester)'
RICKS 'He's A Friend' are helping to chart
.
there's a BUNNY SIGLER 'Girl
(Tama)
complete discography of Don't Make Me Wait'
Graham
,
all Motown records (London)
released here between Nash (Southampton)
lnfos
that
for
available
no
relation
1960 - 1790
AFN broadcasts solid US
slip from Record Informa
disco hits on Tuesdays
lion Services, PO Box Z26,
between .21:05-21:30 CET
Landon SW4 OEH
PIONEERS 'Feel The a BST on 344m .
Rhythm' (Philips) is the DALID.A 'J'AttendraV
(Deeca), which I like
word from Steve Day
Chingford), Mark My. anyway, just lopped the

amongst the tipsters .
the A - side's big with

see

(

I'EIERO

Jay Jay Sowers
(Hotel De Croft, Dairy)
reports'with surprise that
his kids go for THE
B EATLES 'She Loves

,9

-

alterinative to Henry

,,

di,

a

new spíns
BR AS9 CON
'ChanTION: Movin
gin' It.l"Brass Cnnstroo
thin' 11A IIAS 29923),
From possibly the biggest
selling import album of
all time, now out here,

I

lyrics'

Great fun.
HORACE ANDY: 'Nice
And Easy' (Attack ATT
8117, thru Selecta)Melodic falsetto hustling
reggae.
MICHAEL ROSE: 'Gwen
Who's ('.oming To Dinner'
(Oval 2005. thru Virgin).
Natty Dres Locks,
that's who
and not Joe
Dassin, despite the
'Indian Summer' sound.
OWEN GRAY: 'I Say
"Super - ,laws" ' (Hone
MOSS 122, ism Selecta),
-Borrowing slightly from

-

the Seven Seas' tune, the
veteran ska star does a

soulful semi. slowle about
the big fish.

grooves on into a Part 2
flip. DISCO PICK
LEROY BROWN: 'Real
Love' (EMI 2599). Pretty

light rhythm thunker in
the Al Matthews bag,

Ik,SS RODEN BAND:
'You ('an Leave Your list
On' (Island WIP 92116).
Randy Newman', hilariously kinky love song Is
wordy but should cut
through via this bottom
heavy sinister semi- slow
roller,
DAVID NICIHOLSON:
'Getting A Little Lonely
(Polydor 24158880), Punchy Pop harmonies with a
good Nell Sedaka beat.

CHRIS SPEDDING:
'New Girl In The
Neighbourhood' (Rak

2Ma. Buddy Holly's 'Not
Fade Away' meets 'Viva

Bobby Joe' and 'The
Batman Theme' - . , bah

-MIKE

sussed)

BERRY: 'Tribute

To Buddy Holly' (Polydor
3G587110). Modern remake
of his 1961 classic, similar
but minus the Joe Meek
touch, this was a recent

Netherlands hit.
DONNY GERRARD: 'A
W omen, A Lover, A
Friend' Market PIG t.7),
Soulful slowle. like a male
'I Can't Stand The' Rain. '
RAINY DAYS: 'Party'

(Seville BEV
hi

2009),,
hats cool,

OKHissi'!ng

ANACOSTIA: 'AB Need'
1

(CBS 3742). The ex
P resi den ta hustle along,

PEOPLES CHOICE:

'Nursery Rhymes' Ph1Y
Ink Plitt 4094), Gruff
voiced sparse now funk.
1
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11 Radnor Chambers.
Chenion Plate, Folkestone, Kent.
Telephone Folkestone 10303) 59834.

Your free catalogue listk many
other exciting offers, e,g.
Jingle machines ... .. .... from only C33
..
.. from only £27
Fog machines ..
from only f27
Proiectors lino. ofleetl
INC. VAT, PACKING/CARRIAGE

Ndl.edeal.

on
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01-712

.t

1

comes . -clan se9a.,ic.,.oww,
Cowpa ISOProl.cror New
Mike*. CanrWg es Bulks, Mike Stand.. Coosa le Sands, Loads Repaint
All price. Include VAT
Fast Mad Order Service
OnN 10% HP Depose
EVERYTHING FOR THE DISC JOCKEY AND JOCKEY TO BE

Electronic Police Siren
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01-690 5488

Ruahay Groan

Collord, London

Cash Price Deena,'

Sound Electronics Store° Deck, Used
11.010ov., 1001V Valve Deck, Used
Crtromc Sr mine ll 10WA 2.75W Stereo

-

V,31/ or

Immediate cover arranged
prni
for knot disco tgmm
and records. Comprehenesc
poll.' in association with
1,Insds 01 London 0 ors
competitive tales.
Rata 1gni.er Dino Intone,
;It h..lh.,lvt 11.112,m 15Á51h

LTD.
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Insurance DON'T MISS OUT !
available on

High Street, Crawley, Sussex
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DAVIES DISCO & LIGHTING
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CABINET FITTINGS

ASCISCal

I

JINGLE MACHINES, LIGHTS,

For the full story, send for
the
your FREE catalogue
comprehensive guide to all
leading disco equipment, backed
by our expert advisory service
save over £40I
Our price £215
Professional 150 watt stereo disco COUNTRY -WIDE MAIL ORDER
YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
with two speakers, in-built
SENT BY RETURN-WRITE OR
cassette machine, stand
PHONE NOW'
Included.
microphone, headphones
DISCO-TECHNOLOGY,
save over E1401
Our price £560

Complete 100 watt disco system
with two speakers, microphone
and headphones included.
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a superb maxi single
"The Laughing Policeman"
including
also
by Charles Penrose
Albert" by Stanley Holloway.
And
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Gil's novel

(

FOLK POET and
Most artistic
successful novelist, Americans find Black
their
Gil Scott - Heron has expression only via
quite a few caps to music. family
"My
was always
wear and he seems very
much book orito be making a entated as opposed
to
success of most of

them

The essence of all
Gil's work Ls the

message. It's a
commentary on all
that's wrong with
the American way of
die, getting down to
the nitty - gritty with
lyrics that make the

point but never
revert- to self - pity.

Yet, most of those who
bought his disco smash
'Johannesburg' probably
missed the whole point of
the lyrical content, not
that it worries Gil too

mch.
"Art

can be appreciated on lots of different
levels Sure, I like the
message to get across so
that maybe my work will
help change things but
you can't expect It to work
that ay with all of the
11

People.

Dancing, well if that's
all some people want my
records for then that's

cool."
Gil's

songs, like 'The
Bottle'. for Instance, have
been recorded by other
artists and the message of
'The Revolution Will Not
Be Televised' has been
much acclaimed by black

and white commentators

alike.

His collections of poems
and his three novels have
also been greeted as vital

social documentaries.
With so many different

Involvements, does

he

ever find any identity
crisis, does he think, of
himself as a poet who also
sings, or a novelist who
also plays music?
"In truth, they all go
hand In hand," he told
me.

"I

never look at my

different roles because
they are all part of my
being myself and before I
was doing them profes-

sionally I was doing them
all for my own self
enlightenment."

.0;;;.r..

Mable John,
single
an ex - member of Ray
Charles' Raelettes back up vocal team is currently
running a songwriters'

workshop out of Los
Global
Angeles

and even then we
preferred to read so I
always had this Inner
feeling that the most
admirable thing I could
do with
talents l
had was to write books "
Gil was born in Chicago
and raised In Jackson,
Tennessee.
"I'm said to have a
Memphis foot because all
the time I play my right
foot goes up and down,
just like those old blues
12

.

catalogue they bought
from the long - defunct
Philadelphia label Swan
as well as material from
other US sources. First
releases are Imminent
Power Exchange are
about to release a 'Hunk
O'

down

Byers, H. B. Barnum. the
O'Jays, ,Eddie Spencer
and others. Meanwhile.
the hunt for vanished

'1

then we moved to the
Chelsea section."
In his freshman year al
school he and a classmate
started a pamphlet which
they sold on campus for a
dime a copy.

"So

I

became

publisher as well

writer!

We

soon

a
as a

had

plenty of contributors.

be suprlsed the
people who want to write
but just end up putting It
under the bed because
they are shy of trying to
get their work pub-

You'd

1lsh ed.

Northern soul hero

Spencer, whose 'If This Is
Love (I'd Rather Be
Lonely) is currently
selling heavily, continues. The man was last
seen around Toronto back
In 1987.
.
March dales
set for the long awaited
new Marvin Gaye and

Gil's

work has always been
very much a reflection of
life In the big city ghetto,
though he didn't live In
Harlem.
"There's much more to
the black slum In New
York than Harlem' I
lived In the Bronx first,

"

Gil was also into
singing R&B with various

groups.
Most times we'd do
Temptations and Sam
and Dave songs, that
kinda stuff
"One of the groups I
was in. most of the other
guys were white and we'd

j.i/Adt.
¡()j

ti

t.

.

`-

---- .

Stevie Wonder albums
with probable simultaneous UK and US release

Ir.J

dates to beat the

...

importers
Howlln'
Wolf memorial album on
way from Chess shortly.
Meanwhile, the revered
Chess label, now owned
by

GIL SCOTT-HERON: 'self -enlightenment'
se doing

material.

Stones' kinda
I was In two

bands called the Barons
and Ajax.

"My first novel was

submitted for publication

in April 1911) and finally
came out In October 1970
IL's been three years since
my last novel because I

became rather dis-

appointed at how long It
takes to ge[ a hard - buck
Into print and oul,,nil the
streets. Often your whole
concept of things has
changed by the time the
book Is finally ready for
sale so I turned to the
more Immediate mediums of short essay
pieces, poems and musical pieces."
In 1970 Gil was

introduced to Bob Thiele
who was putting out
works by poets and

singers with unique

styles.

"I had a band together
at the time, along with
Brian Jackson with who I
still work and record, but
Bob said he didn't have
the budget to record the
group but he'd love to cut
an album of my poetry
readings.
"That one was called
'Small Talk At 125th And
Lennox' and sold about
20,000 copies which was
pretty good for an album
of poems. In fact it's still
selling steadily on the
pick - up of Interest from
my subsequent albums.
Since then Gil's career

album pick
SHIRLEY ALSTON;

'With A Little Help From
My Friends' (London

''I.

SHA 8491). Oooh, what a
strange one! Our Shirley,
beloved of anyone who
was into the early 'Sixties
New York girlie group

sound, gets back to the
mood of those times by
reviving a whole string of
golden oldies and calling
in the original artists, n0
less, to help her out. Thus
we hear the Drifters on
'Save The Leal Dance For

CHUBBY CHECKER,go od ordays

Funk' compilation

album featuring Ann

Gil was sent to live in
New York with his mother
when he was l2years old
"Just in time for gangs,
drugs. street life!" lie
grinned, "Hut I didn't
want
be into those
things though I did wanna
see what they were all

about."
Consequently,

.

Records of Manchester
are launching the Cream
label to present the back

~lever

players from
there, " he said.

soul ouip
...

An.

Me.' Shep and the
Umelites on 'Daddy's
Home,: Berman's Her-

mits 'on

-'S IIhOUettes,'

Danny and the Juniors

on

'Sincerely,' the Fla-

mingos on 'I Only Have
Eyes For You' and the
Five Satins on 'In The
Still Of The Night'
only

-

they're all In a subservient role behind

smokey voiced Shirley.
Even to the days of the
Shirelles, Shirley Alston
had a rather suspect
voice and now that croak
has become positively
wasted but somehow It
does work, If oily for real
nostalgia freaks with 'I'd
Rather Not Be Loving
,You' and '1 Do Love You.'
the two sole originals

has enjoyed

a steady
upward progression, his

'current contract with
Arista carrying him to

a

wide audience.
"I've just Mlshed the
score for the 'Baron Von

Tripps' movie.

My

philosophy as a performer Is that things that

enlighten and educate do
not have to be dull and
boring, they can still
entertain.
"My background takes
in both the North and the
South, I can get across to
blacks and white alike;
Europeans too because
none of the problems -I
comment on relate exclusively to áne person or
even to me social class:
they are the things that
are affecting us all."

Included, actually coming
off best though her
version of the Spector
classic 'Chapel Of Love.'
handled in a medley with
'I Hear Three Church
Bells Ringing," has had
some disco action and Is
undeniably appealing.

CHUBBY CHECKER:

'Greatest Hits' (London
HAU 1492). A strictly
mono album already!
You've got to give the
man credit: despite the
lack of any great vocal
strength Chubby Checker
certainly did set these feet
moving back in the good
of days. The sound is

All

Platinum, is

getting a big revival with
plans for new material
from existing and new
Chess artists including
Solomon Burke, Jack
McDuff, Etta James and
Chuck Berry , . Supremes hustled out of
South Africa after Outspoken comments on the

racial situation there.

.

rumours of an impending
deal between Barry White
and Motown now seem
little more than that as his
contract with 20th Century Isn't due to run out till
1977
Diana Ross's

award

winning 'Lady

Sings The Blues' movie Is
to go back on general
release in this country to
tie In with her upcoming
tour, set for this month

while her new film
'Mahogany' is also due to
ojsem in the West
End

Kevin
Allen

Hl

their 'Lady Marmalade'

watching TV. In fact we
didn't even own a TV till I
was

by

BRUNSWICK BOSS Nat
Tarnapd and two other
executives of the company have been found
guilty of fraud on charges
arising out of payola
allegations. , Billboard
has named Labelle as the
Disco group of 1975 for

message

Major Lana,

will top the bill when the

Phoenix Soul Club celebrates a year of all nighter promotions at the

Wirrana Stadium.
on 19
Peterborough,

March . . Lincolnshire
Soul Club boss Mary
Chapman planning a trip
70 members to
Antwerp "Europe's soul
capital" from 28 May - 1

for

June at a cost of I83 a
head, meanwhile, the
¿tub Is also promoting

more at the

once

Cleethorpes Winter Gardens as well as at
the
.
Cleethorpes Pier
Chicago Soul Review,

..

starring Ian Levine's
artists Evelyn Thomas,
Barbara Pennington and

J. Johnson doing ok
despite terrible back - up
the Miracles
band ,
now playing the Royal
Court, Liverpool and not
the New Theatre, Southport on 28 March during
their upcoming tour
London promoter Alan
Ray is bringing Betty
Wright over for o May
L.

tour , . latest oldie
revival Is 'That Old Black
Magic' to which the
Soflones, bring the disco
treatment (Avco 8100
0451. The record has been

rush released because of

enormous import sales
highly rated Al
Jarreau set for two weeks
at Ronnie Scott's in
London as part of a

European tour

,

former Jaynette, of 'Sally
Go

Round The Roses'
fame . . . April - May
visit rumoured for Barry
White but he's unlikely to
be able to bring his now
all - girl, 70 strong Love
Unlimited Orchestra . .
subsequent to its UK

chart status, Yvonne

Fair's 'It Should Have

Been Me' has now been
Issued in the States . . .

Record Information

Services of PO Box 228,
London SW4 OEH have
'just issued an invaluable
and accurate label listing
for UK Tamla Motown
releases covertng the 1959
1970 period at
including postage.
second part, bringing
listing up to date, Is

shortly

80p

The
the
due

Marvin

Gaye's brother Frankle
now starting an a singing
career
rumour has it
that Jackie Jackson and
wife Enid are working on
a reconciliation
ah!
ain't that nice?
the
Commodores and the
O'Jays currently teamed
on a three - month. 42 City
Stateside lour.

\

undeniably dated, but

perhaps that adds to its
charm and 16 tracks Is not
bad value.
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Discoscene
It's getting nearer

. .

,

Mobile Discos

DISCO NORTH
6y

Situations Vacant

CONGLOMERATION

ROAD/SHOW,

DISC JOCKEY EXHIBITION II, CONVENTION

Kkereied

e

-

657 7540.

JOHN

LIVERPOOL
CENTRE HOTEL

KAY Roadshow,

Idlands and east coast
-THE
0573707728.
SOUNDS of LKD.
Give me a ring. - Steve
7019844.
STEI E EDDIE. hI

Lord Nelson Street, Llverpooll.3 500

890

Monday & Tuesday

6216.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

- 8079149.

March 22nd & 23rd 1976
Opening limes: Monday 12.00 midday
to 9.00 p.m. Tuesday 12.00 midday
to 9.30 p.m.
ADMISSION BY PROGRAMME 50p

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-

807 9149

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
-80791.19
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

INCREDIBLE
-DOUBLE
9149.
It DISCO for all
occasions SOl NDS INCREDIBLE:
807 9149

SOUNDS

'DISCO NORTH' are:

8117

LTD ICELECTRICS LTD F.A.I. ULSAR
WTIMINSTER LARVAE PROOPS SMOTHERS LTD SUASEC
METEOR LIGHTING
CREOLE RECORDS
DISCO SUPPLIES' TVL '
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS MARTIN RAKE LIGHTING
A
ERECTS IONS DALTON ASSOCIATES 'ATLANTIC RECORDS'
SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS' PENGUIN ENTERTAINMENTS
ROGER SQUIRE DISCO CENTRE
COOKIES DISCO CENTRE
NADJ PARROT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wad ELECTRONICS
MUSHROOM DISCO CENTRE RADIO CITE
MESSY

(11.9529433.

SDI NUS

807 9149

cers, etc, etc. ALL.
(111:-91'(
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The SA1,Disco 1W gives yóu
the ilickeit chow onthe toad

tot Only £174

(.vAT)

featuring-- slide faders voice Over ri1UCIC orCutt, cue
lights PFL lull tone
mic presence Controls tape
channel for angles. and 'go' buttons for decks.
Superbly made to look good and sound good
Complete 100W system (disco. amp. and speakers)
VAT I e.. (329 Inc VAT Delivery any
where in the UK E8 extra
visa Our showrooms u, send 60p tot 72 page catalogue

only [305

MAIL ORDERS

COD

EASY TERMS

CREDIT CARDS

Squire's Disco Centres

London Ilk Junction Rd N1S 500 Tel 01 2127474
Maeel.este, 751 Otalagale M3 MN Tel 061-931 7676
OREN THE -SAT

01

CLOSED

AL

DAY MONDAYS

NEWHAM AUDIO
52 Romford Road
London E15
Telephone 01-534 4064

SPECIAL EFFECT

HAVE YOU SEEN MIS MAN!

LIGHTING

in Croydon selling bargains of Tulip Music?

TELEPHONE 01-6902204
Una. 3
channel wan swivel holden
(17 IS pp n IS
l channel morsel soot

THE REST

(tmt9Rio

THE MOST
EOPINSIVE

n-

mercial rhdio. Tel.

Barbara. at Roger
Squires IDJ Studios), 01
72.2 8111

All

CIE

systems from around

Many other bar.
gains always available at
1.200

Roger Squire's Disco

-

London 01.272
Centres.
7474. Manchester 061-831
7676.

WppºSv

random Ramer

Wishaw, Strathclyde,

Scotland.
IN AUDI/PITON to our
ever popular tailor - made
jingles we can now offer
special Jock ID's to put
impact behind your name
harmonised by a group of
leading American jingle
singers and professional
Top
sesslmn musicians
studio quality al low cost
Just phone your name
and check direct to
Barbara or Terry at.
ROGER SQUIRE'S DJ
STUDIOS, 55 Charlbert
Street London, NWB. 017218111.

2

M.cbmon,. .nllab4 . Al.0 Roans Ulnr, strobes. Mom%
C.........nd Poo Macron. DISCO UNOS New U.,N*Ioo
FAES.soaodoon. DJ (I.earNc..le. and Newham Hewn

M

2nd HANG DARGAINS D J E4nrvnk.
111(17S Soundaul IV (17S LPL hill, 120 pew.
Newham Rue. (MO 1110w Soundnw Sley. LSO

In stock

Sunaoul

2 (71.

Sun.

Tel (01)5803544

-1\1111D IYIUSIC
2 LOWER ADOISCOMBE ROAD

CROYDON

TRAOt.n,+r,.wa'n

emu.

VALU1
SUPER
DISCO

SWIFT ELECTRONICS

nn.4...FF.I..w11
11

po(15opp

EM a3H

Wen a supevb (-AL Stereo Daco - Qrana.d decks. Shute
on Ida tom
mag, Cans AulonldluC lame, F101111911
ahour evelylhmfl and all di -an unbeNnveatee
plus VAT D. wan 200 wan output stage for only £230
plus VAT

£15
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ALAN MERRILL

issues

1

his Instruc-

album comes out,

mustn't put anything
about walking."

They've been itching to
make an album for ages.
"But Mickle Most (their
producer) didn't want us
to do one until he felt the
time was right. We've got

-%i

1

-c.a.'

All right.
"Or anything that

s

even

hints at the
Walker Brothers."

five of our own songs an
the album and five Martin/

Coulter Ones, including
the single Then there's
one other track that
Martin and Coulter got
from MIDEM (the music
biz conflab held annually
in the South of France),
but I don't know the
names of the guys that
wrote It.
"The album shows the
wide spectrum of music
that we can do and the
different ways I can sing.
but It does have a

;e.

OK.

"Because the

single isn't anything

like the Walker
Brothers."

No, of course not.

"People have said it
sounds like the Righteous

Brothers too."
Really?

1976

Arrows are hoping that
the single will be in the
charts by the time their

47PI

"In the
headline," he commands, ''you

tions.

13.

-

"Rut it's much more

like Isaac Hayes. "
Quite.
"I think you should
hear It just once more,"
What again?
"I think it's the best
single we've ever made."
I'd gathered that
"And It's the fleet me
we've ever got an to the
Radio One playllel
straight after release."

distinctive Arrows sound,
which is what we've been
looking for all along. "

Are all the songs on it

new'
"Yes, because every

thing we've 'recorded
previously has already
been released."
Once the TV series has
been completely filmed,
the next big project is the

Sounds hopeful
"We are hopeful, I think
it should give us an even
bigger hit than A Touch
Too Much' did."
Mr Merrill and the
other two Arrows. Paul
and Jake, are putting a
lot of stack by this new
single 'Once Upon A

tour. Recently, Arrows
supported Showaddywaddy and feel that now they
are ready to top the bill.
Forthis tour the trio
will be joined onstage by
ex -Rare Bird man Steve
Gould, who'll be playing
keyboards and guitar and
contributing harmonies.
"He is not, however."
saya Alan, "becoming a
member of the group
Arrows will always be
just the three of ue, but for
live work the number of
musicians we have can be
totally flexible."
Suddenly Alan changes
the subject and asks; "Do
you think we're old
fashioned?"

J

Time ' Everything else Is
going so well for them
that they can't he doing
with any flies In' the
ointment like singles that
don't make it Anyway,
they've had enough of
those already.
All Of a sudden, Arrows
are very busy They've

ARROWS: Jake, Paul b Alan

- distinctive sound

IÑ.owed

just started their TV

bet wane

shows, which go out at
leaUme on Tuesdays for

13 weeks; they've an
album coming out on
April 2 and they start
their first major head
lining tour of Britain on
April 29. "We've certainly got no cause for
complaint at the mo
men)," says Alan.
Theylanded their TV
series, apparently, after
Granada producer Muriel

by Ray Fox-Cumming

continues, "but if
housewlyes and mums
like It, so much the better.
think the single Is the
sort of thing that might
remind older people of
their teens."
So you do admit it
sounds like the Righteous
he

So?

notes."

-

So where does Isaac
layes come Into It'
"Well, I was' up all
night before we recorded
the single and I spent the
night singing along with
an Isaac Hayes album. so
think some of 'the
Influence was still there
I

"No, not really: I had to
start the song In a deep
voice, because it's gol n
big range and I've only
gol about three octaves.

t

Maybe they should

have a change, After all,
they've been a 'fringe
element' in the pop scene
for far too long

"Yls we have," laughs
Alan, "but I really think
that this new single Is
going to make It. Now,
how about hearing It just

1

4

when we did
recording."

'

-

"well everyone'elae
Bay City Rollers, Silk etc
has swept back hair. I
feel as If we're bringing
back the sixties We're
one of very few fringed
groups around."

needed girls to do the top

Brothers'

basically at teenagers:'

"Because we wear our

If 1'd started off In a
higher key I'd have

I

Young had watched them
putting down backing
tracks In the studio.
"She was impressed at
how quickly we did it and
said she thought we ought
to have our own TV show_
We're very grateful to
her. The show is aimed

Why'

hair in fringes."

the

once more?"

Re.

OK, watch the
hands carefully and
listen: You might not
pull a winner this week
(watch the hands my
son . . .1 but, the
second runner might be
better than ydu ever
expected and you will
have plenty fun and
games with them.
I
point my finger already
son?

ARIES
(March

PISCES
(Feb 18

to March 20)

If you're feelinb blue

just

blue

just

pop

outside, let the sunshine
in yer eyes, take a few
deep breaths and do a
quick soft shoe shuffle
round a lamp post. It
should lift your depression and certainly make
you s-s-sparklel

21

toApril

20)

You might have all
your dreams fulfilled.
but what about those
hellish nightmares? We
hope for your sakes
they'll be stored In your
memory box, and won't
develop any further.
Meanwhile, try to save a
few pennies for a rainy
it'll be April fairly
day
soon, rememberf

-

TAURUS
April

21

to May 211

You want a few
trickster tips, Morry my

because Casanova (you)
is playing a little, shall I
say, heavy baby. What
do you want, my life?
Blood?

GEMINI

'hello'

and say a big
again to the

outside world.
things easy this
and don't do too
spare jobs on the

22

to July

23)

So you want fo dry
out? Why, you're not
wet by any means. If
anything fairly on the
ball, sniffing out a good
situation, and. stietch-o
in-ggg it to the best of
your abilities. But lo and
-behold you are feeling
certain pangs of sadness

to

think

you

ain't

particularly naive anymore.

LEO

(May 22 to June 21)
Now that you are
feeling a bit better you
can begin to get out and
about

CANCER
Uune

Take
week
many
side,

(July

24

of lonely
nights when you'll be
free as a lark, and have
one at that.

world

VIRGO

SCORPIO

advantage

Geddit?

to August

23)

Roll out the barrel and
Don't for
have fun.
Gawd sake roll out the
tears and have misery.
This week you need to
feel good. to look good.
and to brainwash others
into believing you're the

cats whiskers.

Take

(August
ber23)

24

to Septem-

Old friends are tryinb
to get in touch, and as a

result the phone's

jammed with admirers.
Not bad. Especially for
paranoid people (like
yourself) who don't
think they're loved.
Check your clothing this
week, they might be
bugged,

LIBRA
(September
October Z3I

24

to

The rain might fall In
Spain, but it's certainly
falling on your nut this
week. Wherever you go
you need an umbrella.

What's the matter?

Frightened to show the

your

identity?

Being frigid went out
with high hats. So peel
off and shine on.

(October
ber 22)

24

to Novem-

Holy smoke) Whetter
joke) You feel like a wet
weekend with sunny
intervals
for one
minute you're showing
yer teeth, the next yer
tears. People, in these
troubled times have
their own lot, so cheer
up rf you don't wanna
be mugged by the
gang.

-

SAGITTARIUS
(November

December 21)

23

to

You've just Seen
welcomed to the

beautifully batty flock,
and now rt's up to you to
make a go of it. Don't

off by the bogies
or the shockeroos.
They only want to make
you feel at home
in
their little way
be put

-

CAPRICORN
(December

January

22

to

21)

Granny would run all
around the greenhouse
if she saw what you're

gittin

up to.

Oh well,

what the eyes don't see,
etc, etc, so just count
yet lucky stars that you
can do what you've

been doing

without

look)n' over your

shoulder. Have fun will
travel. But not too far
out we hope.

AQUARIUS
(January 22toFebruary
17)

Please don't drop off
now, you' re time ain't
come.
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CHRIS SPEDDING:
'New Girl In The
Neighbourhood, IRAK
232)

can't see the

I

ni

charts having

room for all the
hits I'm predicting this week, but
here's another, eleavily
Buddy Holly Influenced

song from Spedding
that's great for discos,
though all the tempo

Mardi

tender (and

rneght well have been for
all know). There was a

time when songs like this
couldn't fail, but people
aren't such suckers for
them as they used to be

-a

I

the excellent
Genesis

,V1L new

AMS

album, on which
it should have remained.
It has no business to be a
single, since It's not the
kind of thing that'll appeal
to people who don't buy
Genesis in large helpings.

were Mickie
Most, I'd whisk
I

the

old

Herman's Herversion of this to
compete, because it's so
much better.
Richard
mits

i1

day'

'Charley's

Girl' (RCA 2666)

Lou's best

lóchance of

a

hit

since Walk On
The Wild Side',

ee's

l

song'

Of course, being the
Carpenters, it') be a hit,
but I hope it's a minor one
because they really don't
deserve one at all
LOU REED:

6013)

she couldn't

care less about the

Yester(Parlophone R

THE BEATLES:

Carpenters arrangement
is quite chic, but Karen
sounds as

r

ee, 4

.

CARROTT:
"Bickenhill Rovers
Skin'ead Supporters
Song IDJM DJS 649)
It isn't funny.

BEATLES: tear's to the eyes

irs

The title track of

7219)

out

a

JASPER

EDDIE JOBSON: YesARROWS: 'Once Upon terday Boulevard' (Island WIP 6287)
A Time' IRAK 2311
Jobson fiddles
Arrows' lead
while all ends
singer Alan erare burning ins
nil calls thns'bkie
the rhythm deeyed soul',
partment Ideal warm-up
which is fine except has
welcome
music for
and
are brown. It is, in fact, a
big Martin
Coulter discos when the night is
young,
but not chart
penned ballad in the still
material. Hopefully
manner of the Righteous
there's an album to
Brothers with a good tune
well arranged and sung.
It takes a few hearings to
get into it so it's progress
towards the charts may
be slow, but it'll get there
in the end
GENESIS: 'A Trick Of
The Tail' (Cheriama CB

There's A Kind Of
(All Over The
If

o

may give
apoplexy to the unfit

277)

(A&M

"

re

changes

CARPENTERS:

Worldl'

on it in no
uncertain fashion. The
whole thing's swimming
in stylish harmonies. The
song couldn't have been
written for Queen, but in
fact it's Howelrs own
composidon and one to
be proud of.

stamp

/

This sounds like
an archetype
Eurovisron con

Hush

sii

k

ssinikIe kin'

exercise to make it only
minor hit

CHRISTIE:

and fail it probably will.
don't like it anyway.

,

I

ELTON JOHN: 'Pinball Wizard' IDJM DJS 662)
After not doing so well with his last one, Elton's playing safe and nothing
could be safer than his 'Tommy' soundtrack version of Townshend's
11-7 classic rocker, Of course everybody knows it, but just take a close listen to
Elton's piano, it's so bloody good, as is his voice, which spits so much
,.nom into the words. Make no mistake, this is the definitive version. Top five.
Queen Of The
Gras' (MCA 231)

n I in'I

Q/

Elton spits
out .Tommy
TONY

by Sue Byrom

1

1.

,4all.
i.

t

21_r

17

1

IIELTON JOHN:the definitive

.

I

!

single

a

'Coney

from

his

Island Baby'

SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND:'Runa-

album, On the B-side you' way' (Vertigo ALEX
which this closely .get the bonus of a 003)
The band have
splendid and previously
resembles. The story's a
KSbeen doing Del
bitch against a girl unreleased rocker called
Shannon's old
'Nowhere At Alt, which
squealer and the beat
hit onstage for
lould have done almost
makes it great for posey
years, but this is a new
equally well for an Abopping. It's great stuff
of It and a very
recording
side.
and by far the best choice
good one it is too. The
whole timing of it is very
tongue in cheek and
Alex's vocal is delightfully
gauche. This will be one.
of the SAHB's bigger

1

`

i
c

t

1.1

Graham .`CHILD'

Catherine Howe
is the lady who
had a sleeper hit

with 'Harry' last
year. This one's a trailer
for her second album due
out soon and it has a
much beefier sound than
anything on her first LP.
The whole effect is very
much Irke the romantic
side of Kiki Deé s work.
Given a lot of airplay, it
could be a hit

WAR: Why Can't We
Ba

Friends7' (Island

WIP 6289)
Totally different
horn 'low Rider

but equally
catchy.

They

listening to it for the first
time.
EDDIE HOWELL: 'Man

CAROLE KING: 'Only
Love Is Real' (Ode ODS

move

all

the

From Manhattan'
(Warnef Ebbs
This

K

16701),

is

Freddie

Mercury's first

9 production out-

side his own
group and he's put his

it

t

_
CAROLE KING

NEIL YOUNG

NEIL YOUNG: took in'
For A Love' (Reprise K
14416)
From his 'Zuma'
album, a piece

romantic

of

Attractively

worded

song

sung over

a

Clip

-

lazy

clop

rhythm. It comes from
her 'Thoroughbred' album, which is where it
belongs, because it isn't
the kind of thing that
successful Carole King

the lady doing some
unusual harmonies with
herself arid, all in all, is a
highly enjoyable track. It
is

not,

however,

country camp

-

manner. The arrangernenrs kind of camp- fire
too with occasional luxury
touches

CAPTAIN AND TENNILLE: lonely Night
(Angel Face)* (A&M
AM S 7216)

Another Sedaka
for C&T

ESsong

that's already

been a big hit in
the States. The arrangement has a nice summery

Night' (Atlantic

The British market has so far
proved very re -

Otero

'7

-

rings is doing a
sterling job of
making country
music that appeals to
people who don't general
ly go for that kind of
thing Already he's the
toast of the Americas and
must soon break through
here. Perhaps this one,
written and sung with his
the
pal Wilke Nelson,
one to do it, but it's very
enjoyabie nevertheless,

sit

ALEX HARVEY

to

this

mediocre disco

version of a song that I've
hated anyway.
Key to symbols

Thumb up hd

JANIS IAN: "Boy, I
Really Tied One On'

who proved

appointing.

It

dis-

the

charms of Miss M and I
dorm see her breaking
through any barriers with

feel with xylophone and

(CBS 4100)
Cleverly worded
song that's a
morning - after the night before lecture to a partner

K

10729)

Thumb sideways.
might, might not
Thumb down
oh dear

features

Waylon Jon-

This is cheating.
ought to have
been called Yiíu
b
Sexy Thing Part
Two', because that's all it
with
really amounts to
the words changed On
the B-side you get a song
that's a mixture of 'You
Sexy Thing Part Three'
and 'A Child's Prayer Part
Two. Very naughty of
there and I hope enough
of you boycott the whole

hit

BETTE MIDLER:
fire 'Strangers In The

WAYLON JENNINGS
AND WtWE NELSON:
'Good Hearted Woman' (RCA 2665)

Now'

a

single

yearning In the

synthetic crickets. Hit

661191

1)

singles ere made of.

HOT CHOCOLATE:
It

What Are Friends For
Anyany' (RCA 2652)

little

before, so it should easily

hits.

'Don't Stop
IRAK 230)

CATHERINE HOWE:

make the task of finding a
good (wok seem as easy
as falling off a log Here
they've got a great one
and seldom stray far from

dickenses who are

-

for

classic aappears
on single for the
first time (sic). It
can still bring tears to the
eyes of an old hack who's
heard it a thousand times

follow.

Comine..,00n on Buk Records
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guiterisf Steve Hillage

Here's
rhymin'
Wy an

make's his pretence felt
on 'Wingful Of Eyes' and

'BambootF. Shamal is
still a long way from being
a mass appeal album, but
represents a welcome
step nearer wider acceptance.

David Brown
GROUNDHOGS: Croas

:
r
.

BILL WYM AN: 'Stone Alone' (Rolling Stones COC
591051

William admits to knowing, his limitations although' he
seems to have stretched them on this, hís second solo
outing taking in everything from Gary US Bonds' 'A
quarter To Three' through a good disco sound to the
,
Satchmo" feel of 'No More Foolin'. Limited but

t,

', r: .

.0
(`

Nevertheless there are
enough different tracks
for everyone to Ike one or
two and when Wyman
finds a personal song writing style Michael and
Keith may have to glance
sideways sometimes.

to sóund a bit mechanical
and you catch yourself
nodding till, but for the
most part It's a pleasant
mixture of pop and
lightweight rock.
Ray Fox -Cumming

BLACK SABBATH: We
Sold Our Soul For Rock

Roll' 1Nems

'n'

6641

3351
A compilation of tracks

from 'Black Sabbath',
David Hancock, 'Paranoid', 'Sabotage',
'Black Sabbath Vol 4',
POCO Live' Epic EPC 'Master Of Reality' and
'Sabbath Bloody Sab
80 706)
'

Obviously everyone's
of which tracks
horn artists are their best
so
any compilation
differ,
is lkely to miss out a
couple pin someone's
ideas

opinion) -that should have
been included However,
that aside, this is a fair
collection of the .best
known, of Pocds num
bers It includes 'Good

bath' spread over four
sides of album. While one
can't argue with most of
the tracks chosen to
represent their respective
LPs, to my mind any four
sides of Sabbath all at one
go is too much.
Ray Fox -Cumming

JOHNNY WPKELIN:

Soul And Rock
Knit'which Reggae
'ñ Roll (Pye NSPL
time great and

Feekn To
is an all

'Ride The Country' which
is possibly less so Any
way you look at it, Ppco
produced some of the
finest music of its kind, so
anything they've done is
worth listening to

Rosalind Russell'
FUNTLOCK: 'On The
Way' (Pinnacle PLP
8307)
The group, who range in
age from 15 to 19, may
not be the next Slik or
Bay City Rollers, but they
should build up a pretty
big following. There's a
lot of variety here and
most of the tracks show

remarkable maturity for
such a young band.
Occasionally it all begins

1848 7)

The man who rushed.high
into the Top 20 last year

his trubute to
Muhammad All 'Black

with

Superman: now has an
album. His latest single
being,the'title track. The
title certainly assumes
variety, of which we have
plenty. Reggae, a touch
of soul but as for Rock 'n'
Roll , . , . 7 More like
reggae, soul and country
/ western ánd the body of
the album is in no way
what one would expect
on hearing last year's hit.
All types of song seem to
work for Johnny Wakelin

the gregarious
'Superman' to the soh
'Cream Puff' which was

from

minor hit in reggae for
Johnny Nash, but is done
a

The main difference
between the old and the
new Groundhogs seems

two

I

L

.-r

/í¡ rr\
.;",=w.

r

r

Y

to be that they now have
tediucus guitarists
instead of one. Their
main man is still Tony
(TS) McPhee, who wrote
the songs, plays guitar,
tinkers with ARP syn
thesser, and produced
this Suffolk Cross Cut
Saw Massacre. The 'sort
of LP you can áfford to
leave lying around and
know it wont get nicked

¿'

versatile.

The session men read
lire a Who's Who of
American rock (Van
Morrison Dr- John etc)
and the result's an album
ahead of 'Monkey Grip
but without a solid
direction and still patchy.

Cut Saw' (United
Artists UAS 29917)

:,

'

IL

fir

David Brown
IT'

BILL WYMAN:limited but versatile
a . more, flowing,
gentle vein. This is the
sort of album to listen to
when you want variety
but can't be'bothered to
get up and change the

here in

record.

Entertaining.
KymmeJones

STARRY EYED AND
LAUGHING: Thought
Talk' CBS 809071
The new album from
SE&L has some nice
guitar pieces plus gentle
lullaby back-up vocals
and dreamy Amerman
ised singing But this kind
of thing has been aired
before by the Byrds, to
name but one. The band,
as adroit as they are
musically, needs more'
than pretty, sundrenched
stanzas if they wanna
change the works. Right

now

their

material,

pleasant though it is, is
about as gripping as a 8
movie.

Jan Iles
EDDIE KENDRICKS:
lie's A Frierid' (Tamla
Motown STML 12016)
Apart from the title track
(also a single) the highest
point on side one is 'Get It
While Ifs Hot', a mid tempo smooth sound with
some arresting melodies.
On side two, my interest
was roused' considerably,
being moved by the soft

'The Sweeter You Treat
He?. 'It's Not What You
Got' has a funky theme
and is' carried through to
the album's close. Even if

few of the tracks don't
hit you after repeated
plays the six or so really
hot ones will.
a

KymmeJones

JIMMY

The

CLIFF:

Best Of Jimmy Cliff'
(Island ICD

6)

This double album
contains 22' tracks
including pop chart hits
like 'Wild World', 'Won.
derful World Beautiful
People' and 'You Can Get
It If You Really Wan'.

love songs such as 'Come

Into My Life', and

a

few

other soft ballads. The
fast-moving tracks don't
by any means' all have a
reggae intone.
Jimmy
Cliff is a man of many
talents and doesn't have
to stick close to any one
kind of, music, so why
don't we hear more of
him these days in this

country? Maybe

this

album is the one which
will bring him again the
Other non -hits are 'recognition he so de'Vietnam'; a minor chan' serves and enjoyed for
entry, 'Struggling Man', such a short while over
and 'Sufferrn' In The here.
Land. There are also
KymmeJones

'GARY

GLITTER'.

GREATEST HITS' (Bell
2621

With Gary bowing ouí on
Sunday, so to speak, it's
an'appropriate time for a
'Greatest Hits' album,

f4d-

thanks for ,all the
entertainment

he's

pro-

Specially

good

'The Uptown

U ptempo W oma r',

Rosalind Russell'
GONG: Shamal'
gin V20461

Nir

Gong area united nations

force of multi

GARY GUTTER
vided us with over the
years, and a nice souvenir
album rounding up some
of his biggest hits,

Sue Byrom

r

--

was

Stereo

freaks might Ike to take
note that four of the
tracks are in their original
mono form. There's not
too much more to add to
all that's been written and
saki about Gary's imm
nent departure; just a

with

merits

Starting naturally enough
with 'Rock And Roll Part
2', passing on through
'Hello) Hello! I'm Back
Again' and 'Doing All
Right With The Boys' and
ending with 'Papa Oom

Mow'.

a guy who started out
no intention of
singing for a living, Randy
Edelman has a hell of a
good voice. Don't go on
the single you've heard
'Concrete And Clay'
pets much better than
that On the ballads, he
shows a sympathy, such'
a lot of feeling and belief
In the words he's singing
Of Course, it all depends
what you relate to, but I
think that Randy Ede'.
marts songs will relate to
many people
He has
something of the quality
of Paul Williams, but the
voice is slightly different
And perhaps he's just a
bit tougher. He shows
perception in his writing
and great talent in his

For

playing and arrange

and this album really does
contain 12 definite hits

Mow

RANDY EDELMAN
'Farewell Fairbanks'
Ialth'Century BT 494)

instrumentalists, that are
not as unapproachable as
some would have you
believe. The new set is a
lot more clown to earth

than

their

previous

albums, and its music has
a lot of subtle rhythms
and prolific themes worth
exploring For those who
miss him, their former

LAURA NYRO
LAURA NYRO Smile'
CBS 81171)
Listen to Laura Nyro, and
you're listening to Joni
Mitchell, or vice versa.
But that's no bad thing.
We could do with a few
more superb singer
songwriters of this class
tfley have the same easy
way of sliding from note
to note, from key to key.
They have the art of
bringing harmony to a set
of notes which would
appear discordant Laura
Nyro is probably best
known for 'Stoned Soul
Picnic' but her impending
visit to Britain should
change a0 that
as will
this album.
I've sat
through it several times
and there nrf t one time
she's let the standard slip,
or showed inconsstency.
Her voice blends In,
works with the brass and
piano as if she used it like
an instrument As far as
arrangement goes, it is
excellent It's altogether
a fine production

/

-

Rosalind Russell

futherlond Brothers & Quiver

their new single

z

CBS 4001
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who groove on NS will
buy this, but frankly Pt's
Inept and like many live
recordings the production
is hollow. Tommy tries I
his best to generate
excitement on standards,
like 'Get Ready', 'My Girl'
and 'Knock On Wood'
along 'with the most
patronising 'peace and
love' patter, Soul is an
important musical genre

_'Jr

,.r
ik'.

..

'

JOURNEY; 'Look Into

The

fí9203)

.

McCALL: deep voice

and

have neatly disposed of
without having to come
up with something new.
And quite honestly, the
rest of the songs weren't
that good either, Pluto's
number is the nearest

out

McCALL
Bear Roads'
Super Dt5 354)

they

Black

sounds

get

to

decent

(MGM

Don't let them
pull the wool over your
eyes

W, alias Bill Fries, is a
;,aster of imcomprehen
in
When he's not
, eying lyrics in code

Rosalind Russell
JOHN MAY/ILL: 'Notice To Appear' (ABC
ABCL 5142)

CW

Convoy') he's singing so
it's difficult to catch
words that come
rsight He reaches a
geth that the late great
ail Robeson might have
aid difficulty getting to
iwever, I must con

Future'

(CBS

A much more solid rocker i

or parts of 'Oh But If'.
That's two tracks they

McCall:
over

-

David Hancock

s.aa

i`

C W

here k is being
devalued
along with
Hunt's talent.

than their first album, the
Santana exiles Gregg
Rolle and

£1j!91 TUTE

IN

Clean up with Clyde

r

Neil Schott,

station

la

Poem

a

for Emmylou

-

f
I.

I,:

-

-

-

them

David Hancock
yvILDFLOWER ROOTS
(Opal Records PL 1001)
felt cheated when

ski

r

RUBY JAMES, Britain's
first coloured lady D. J..
Is to present a weekly

three hour soul and
reggae show on Thames
Valley Broadcasting, Radio210. Reading. She was
discovered by station
presenter Paul Hollingdale, who spotted her on
TV's Nev. Faces.

Leicester Square Theatre
from Mardi lath.
DAVID Bowie has chosen
an obscure science flcton story In which to
make his first starring

film appearance. (Not
counting his fleeting
cameo In 'The Virgin
ago).

Y' .

GAY AND TERRY WOODS

when feathers being
dropped from the
roof as a backdrop,,
started falling on
her, and she broke
down coughing as
she Inhaled some!
Ronan O'ttahilly seems
to he devoting mime of his
time In getting his 'band'
on the road with a
recording contract He la
also getting down to finish
his film on the Kennedy
brothers.
bellowing last week's
photo of Piccadilly Radio
banners at Wembley,
while the BBC did a radio
commentary on the

Concert'.

Dean, The Rubettes,
Charlie. Golden Earring,
ales Harvey Band, Barry
Ryan and Gary Glitter

LISTEN_ FOR
Richard Kerr's Top 12 on
Radio One, Saturday,
March 13, and at the same
date at 6.30 pm John
Mlles and Ronnie Lane

At

5

'In

pm on March 14,

'Insight'

is about the
country Influence in pop.
Brian Matthew looks at
how country music

sounds have spread
throughout the whole

match. Stuart Hail.

reporting front Wembley
passed comment that
there were a lot. of
banters for City, and
read out the caption on

Piccadilly banner,
Doyle Eats Magplesthe

Nice one PlbcadUiy. And
finally, we rang up Metro
Radio this week, not
having heard from them
his 10 years In the music in a while, to'be told that
business, from his early their promotions man,
days with Argent to his David Heap had left the
current solo career, with previous Friday. and is
John MacCalman on now working for hia next
Radio Clyde's 'Hear Me door neighbour as a taxi
Talkin?' on Saturday at driver. Now that's star-

range of pop music.
Russ Ballard discusses

dom for you!

10.02 pm.

Mil
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several years

Time will tell

r
'I

i

several factors point
towards success, not least
the fact that the director

is none other than
Nicholas Roeg. who put
Mick Jagger up there on

the silver screen to the

powerful 'Performance's
Roeg has quite a few
hits under his belt and has
a fine record -for getting
the mast from his actors.
Bowie surprises with
his cha racterisabon of the

Mexico Newton's one
atni is to make enough
money to enable him to
finance a space programme In order to
return to his own planet.
He

-

for
Europe finalists,
rias singing away

whether or not it was a
wise choice m his part but

Is

superemely

Inteliectural and makes
his money through a

en edhei side) The
same

Hazel Dean,

one of the Song

Bowie's celluloid oddity

'THE MAN WHO FELL
TO EARTH': Cert. X.

Soldiers'

his current record;
'Judy'. Alsi), poor

little

afternoon of the big
and Slim Chance are

the same date are Hazel

RUBY JAMES

somewhere In New

wry exciting And why
ob lftav wt two versions
o
Pluto Shervingtort's
Dar on the album
one

-

Guesting on 'Saturday
Scene' on M arch 13 will he
Chris White and Hello
'Supersonic's' guests on

In the middle of the desert

-

COUNTRY SINGER Emmylou Harris made her
Scottish debut recently with a concert of
Glasgow's Apollo Centre. She also popped In to
Radio Clyde for an interview with Colin
MacDonald. A special surprise for Emmylou was
a poem written for her by a Clyde listener, Lewis
end
Brown. The photo captures her delight

LOOK FOR

'

hero, one Thomas Newton
who arrives mysteriously

I

leltened to this album.
From the title, you'd
aspect some good, ethnic
re99es.
Well, I did
anyway. What I got was
compiladon of very
a
white sounding reggae
the pup side of a type of
nkisc which when true, Is

0

OA
-

amusement!

Film

--

-

e

1

-

1
-

include the
alct nod canals, ans
auction for charity, a
heavy metal ascendancy.
Clean -Up Glasgow prosThey have gone as much i Oct. a knockout football
overboard as Carlos tournament from the local
Santana did in the youth teams, and a canoe
opposite direction. The race.
Best of all for the
result is not completely
youngsters, is the news
satisfying though the that the Royal Navy
has
outing does spring to life agreed to bring a
thanks to the penetrating submarine up the Clyde to
guitar work and in- Anderston quay, and the
novative percussion. The radio station will organise
whole thing takes a bit of trips around the vessel
The pop concerts are
adjusting to but the slog is
likely to include some top
well worth it with names

Ir

Wes for the siao version&

organising

along with drummer
AnsleyDunbar are into

-

sr -.se u e

AT THE recording
RADIO CLYDE is holding a 12 day music and community help of
the 'Supersontc'
festival in May, and station head of entertainment Andy Park is show
last week,
expecting a host of artists to appear. The dates and final details everything went
aren't finalised yet, although it is definite that some of the music wrong. A camera
events will be relayed on Radio Clyde,
broke down so Barry
Under the banner of
Ryan hail to re -sing
Festival 261, the radio
service events, which

-

I

s.es..a....

Serles of community

Apart from two Mayall
numbers and one Beatles repeated plays uncovone, this Is a Mayall sings ering nuance after
Allen Toussaint album, nuance. Try getting
arranged and produced totally blitzed and playing
by Toussaint himself. it loud but don't say who
Apart from leaving told you.
David Hancock
to someone
ratulate the record production
else this time, Mayall's GAY
& TERRY
ompany in getting this
also forsaken his band for WOODS: 'The
bum out so fast alter the
Time Is
New
Orleans
session
fat single. However, 'the
Right' (Polydor Super
itist himself is nothing to men. To me the exercise 2383 375)
is a huge success for the Gay and Terry Woods
let excited about if this is
most part. The produc- were in right at the
lair representation of his
tion is slick, th'e beginning of folk / rock
orth His voice, the
arrangements economical and in fact helped form
sass aspect aside, is
but very effective and the first version of
nremarkable.
He uses
Mayall's readings of Steeleye Span. They've
female back up vocals,
Toussaint's songs
come back through the
.which lifts the pitch a bit.
particularly 'UI Boogie in circle, clinging still to the
but not enough to make
The Afternoon', 'Mess Of early ideals, but working
the album as a whole very
Love', 'Hale To The Man them into their own songs
interesting
Who Lives Alone' and
with the exception of
Rosalind Russell 'Just Knowing You Is A
the traditional 'The Brown
are superb.
Pleasure'
Girl' which follows an oldCITY BOY: City' Boy'
True, his treatment of fashioned waltz time.
Vertigo 6360 126)
'Hard Day's Night' is The couple are very
Knsst I think we could be rough, ready and rotten, talented, although Gay
but that's easify'forgiven, has the boner voice.
on to something here
Definitely a Seventies 'especially since, of his That's why it's a pity they
sounding band but own two songs, one had to turn to the same
thankfully with more 'There Will Be A Way' Is session people to help's
spontaneity and flow than magnificent. One of the them out. There are too
albums of the year
many albums that have
techni- rock counterparts
already.
featured Timmi Donald,
10cc to whom' they are
Fox
-Cumming
Ray
Dave Pegg and Dave
bound to be compared
Mattacks
not that I'm
The influences are ,quite
evident (S'tee,iy Dan TOMMY HUNT: 'Live trying to do them out of
harmonies on The Hap work,
because
they are
At The Wigan Casino'
doubtless among the best
Ki - Do - Kid) but their (Spark SRLP 117)
it's
around
comparisons never beChitlin' circuit black musicians
just that the same sound
corrte blatant rip- toffs and
singer Tommy Hunt has
tends to get duplicated.
the result is an album of
life
of
lease
new
a
gained
enterprising music, enterthanks to Northern Soul Apart from that smell
criticism, it's a beautiful
taining lyrics and a crisp
(well he had a minor hit
Production
quite a with 'Crackin' Up') and album.
Rosalind Russell
debut album. Its worth
no doubt the thousands
sticking a neck out to say
that by the end Of the
Year we might all wonder
how we got on without

.
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sertea of revolutionary
Inventions which take the
world by stoma, His
company. World Enter

prises becomes very

..="RrtrktRJ
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BOW/E: recovering from his accident, He keeps In touch with the
outside wdrfd by telephone
powerful but he himself Ilongl two hours 20 music score tar the film
remains a man of minutes film primarily but as he didn't complete
mystery to everyone because of Bowie's It on schedule the
soundtrack now consists
hypnotic performance.
except Mary
Lou, a
With his sallow treks of Stomu Yamaehta
young girl who nurses
Eastern
and bright reel hale he
style per
him through an ccident
cu sIce. a sprinkling of
holds our attention and
Newton's plans are tiled
seems
to
else
Country
nothing
mualc and some
at the last moment by
matter when he la In the oldies Including Roy
society which has become
Orbiaon'a Rlue Bayou'.
suspicious of his motives shot
The other principal
To sum up then, 'The
and he is trapped forever
characters in the film are man Who Fell To Earth'
on earth.
Lou,
is a visually stunning
his friend Mary
A strange story indeed
for a film and one that very well played by alas, very simplex but
needs a lot of concentration. Scenes change very

rapidly and

one Is

sometimes at a loss to
know what exactly is
happening. However,Interest la always main-

tained

throughout the

Candy Clark

the dumb

blonde In American
Graffiti) and Rip Torn
who plays a scientist

employed by Bowie an the
space project.
Bowie was originally
commissioned to write the

never boring and therefore highly recommended

for Bowie's

-

rnilllrria of

tans
and anyone else
who needs a mindhending
experience at the cinema

aloe in a Mali
mum GIIILDIi.
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STATUS QUO, .Capltol,
Cardiff
MAN, Hammersmith Odeon,
London

DECAMERON,

EMPEROR ROSKO ROAD.
SHOW, Fangs Club, Pracd,
SE, London
SOUL DISCO, Upstairs al

DLTROIT EMERALDS

J

Cavendish, Blackburn and
Ba dry 5, Old ham
TYMES, Baileys, Derby
PROCOL HAREM, Grandstand, Doncaster

MIRKY SSOMACK, Mayfair
Club. Birmingham

CANDLEWICK GREEN,
R. it-. ys, hull
TRIM: GS, Bihan's, Jersey
UN I S The University,
Warwick
KOKOMO, New Victoria,
London

IiLO, Apollo,

STATUS
Giant«.

THIN 1-IZ2V,
Cheltenham
SOUL NIGHT,

Street

Hall,

'I own
100

Oxford

WE.

Hall. Woolwich, London
TIIIN LIZZY Corn Ex-SEIa (01-054 2250)

change, Ca mbridge
CMPI'ROR ROSKO ROAD SHOW, Pavillion, Memel
Hempstead
MAC & KATIE KISSOON,
Showboat, Cardiff
GROUNDHOGS, Manor,. St

Margare6 Plain, Ipswieh

IJ JOIINSON/EVELYN

THOMAS, Incognito, Stockton

HANK el INDI, winter Gardens Riurnemouth
STEVENSON'S ROCKET,
Stewarinn Youth Centre,
Fihnhurgh
RALPH MCTELL, Itcfecto-

SIIL'SIIA,

Aberystwyth

Arts Centre,

B OXER,

lege. Ca mbridge
Fri(: USICTI ARLIE,

EMPEROR ROSKO ROAD.
SHOW, College of Education
Dudley

DETIIOIT EMERALDS,

Cavendish, Blackburn
Baileys, Oldham

MANFRED

Stockwell College,

Bromley
11OLUES, Capital, Aberdeen
Burks ColD ECA MESON
tree of PE. high Wycombe

STATUS QUO, Apollo.
G laxg own

DIVERSIONS, Aquarius,
Chesterfield

KOKOMO, The University,
Bath
TROGG3, Behan'. Jersey

CLINTON FORD.

Public

and

MANN, Imee-

Pia College, London
I

TOOTS

TALS,

Warwick

AND
The

THE

MAY-

University.

IRIFTERS, Free Trade
hall, Manchester
I

IIILIJES Apollo, Glasgow
BOXER f CASINO, Lines
Pavilion, Cromer

hall, Stoke Manley
STIII.TC11, The University,

IIAWKWIND /UNICORN,
The University, Sheffield
REA1. TILING, Nelson's

NEIL INNF.S

STEVENSON'S

London %%14 (01-603 60711
DANA Variety Club, Batley

SLIM WHITMAN, Winter

Victoria

Reading

A FATSO,
Nashville, North End Road.

CI.AN6V, Marquee, ward-

Street, London WI (01-

1J7our

6603)

DEEP PURPLE, Granby
Halls, Leicester

(Aberystwyth

4210)
BOOM RATA, University Colk-ge, London

BSRE

Column, Nelson
Town Hall.

M

ROCKET,

usselborough

Gardens, Bournemouth
TRIGGS, Behans, Jersey
EIX'US, The University.
Lords

DEEP PURPLE,

Empire

Pool. Wembley
KOKOMO, The Polytechnic,

Bristol

DANA, Va rely Club, Batley

'

ALAN PRICE University of
East Anglia, Norwich
KILBURN A TILE 111611
ROADS Chelsea College,

11111;)

March 13
SMOKIE, University. liradford

STEVENSON'S ROCKET,

Town Mali, Musselborou h
DANA I TOM O'CONNER,
Variety Club. Batley
11ANT(NIND The University, Sheffield

London SW3
ROGER W'IIRTAKER, Royal Festival Hall, London

DIVERSIONS, Key Club,
Fl a

venford West

STRETCH,

College

Eduration, Bognor
TOOTS

.AND

THE

of

MAY-

IIEPTONES, Wan
wick University
TALS I

BOXER, Casino, Lmksow,
Cromer
THIN LIZZY, The University, Exeter
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Albert

the opening

TILE 11OLIAES

/

sell that many records In
Britain he was far too

contemptuous of an

-

lets- down
'Hollies
Royal

Albert Hall. Landon.
BEFORE this concert,
the Hollies were determined' not to treat It as
anything special, proles.
sing that 'the big one
usually disappoints', and
so sadly it was to do. The
saddest part of It was that
you couldn't hiame the
Hollies themselves for
any of the shortcomings.
They were marvellous.
but the man at the mixing
desk just wasn't releasing

ban of 'It's

All Over Now' Hedidn't
get that but he still gol a
great reception the best
for a vislUng American
star Ina long Ume.
Settling Into 'Nobody
Loves When You're Down
And Out' with excellent
piano -playing from "new
boy" Ian McLagen and
then a jam with four
sizzling guitars it linked
like this was going to be

audience who were only
willing to love him,

DAVIDIIANCOCK

RETURN TO FOREVER
/ London New Victoria.

CHICK COREA and
Return To Forever

showed themselves to be
miles beyond their corn
peUtors in a breathless
experience on Friday

the one.

After 33 minutes (I
it) he stopped the

1r

made

guitars

-1

in

walked off.
He left a whole
audience dumbfounded.
As a tactle for getting
everyone on their feet it
worked although the first
encore
a rendition of
his massive American hit
'I Can Understand It'
was tepid.
From there It got
worse. After the first
encore, house lights went
on; then they went down.
People were `leaving;
others dancing. The
audience was as Confused
as this completely dis-

-

enough sound to all the

hail, with the result that
at the start they sounded
as If their voices were
emerging out of a two by
1
four -inch tranny.
later, things Improved,
but only right at the end
was the volume level
right- II the sound was HOLLIES: Alen Chime
poor, the lighting was
appalling. Not only did more. The group did nigh
the stage Ink dingy, but on an hour and a hall, but
lurched dis- somehow it was all over
Use spots
tractingly all over the too quickly. In these days
of numbers that go on
shop.
The programme Includ- forever, It's refreshing to
ed a good mixture of old see a group performing
and new songs at proper three and a bit
beautifully performed. minute songs, but I feel
For this tour the group that their show would be
have gol Pete Wingfield the richer for one or two
with them on keybouds longer pieces, RAY FOX.
and at the RAH he played CUMAI I NO
superbly, although his
leaping about is a little
HOBBY WOMACK /
excessive.
The highlights of the Hammersmith Odeon,
show were severaL London.
'Sandy', the Bruce THE KINDEST thing to
Sprbhgsteen song, which say about this rather
didn't give them a hit dubious show from cult was the first, 'Star' (torn figure Womack Is that he
their new album 'Write had been misinformed
On' was another, and of about hin London audcourse 'The Alr That 1 ience,
He may have expected
Breathe' and 'He flint's
Heavy' had' to be two frerulled adulaUon from

\

night. boldly going where
no jazz rock outfit had
been before.
Not for them a bland
electric wall of sound, but

mid-flight and

fluid statements, forever
changing to reveal hidden

depths,

-

organised show was

getting.
His band, Brotherhood.
didn't seem to know many
of Womack's extensive
repertoire so it was down
to another re-work of 'It's
All Over Now',
The whole thing ended
In more boogie-woogie
Rock 'n' Roil jamming,
which, U you like the
Allman Brothers, Is OK.
When actually singing,
Womack proved himself
to be a talented artist
But there wasn't enough
of that side and too much
emphasis on his lefthanded guitar playing.
The saddest thing Is
that since Rod Stewart
and the RoWng S times
started bandying his
name about Womack may

well have started

carefully constructed

to

believe his own mysuqua.
For a man who doesn't

_

a

veritable

nwaita1 Mar trek.
Corea built up the main
web of patterns on a
mixture of keyboards,
with Al DiMeola adding
stabbing guitar waves.
Lenny White's loose
percussion work made the
others in this field look so
meehanleal.. and added
another texture
Bassist Stanley Clarke
weaved In »orne unbelievable Chunky sounds, and
his solos were enough to
make most so-called lead

guitarists throw away

their axes
Clarke's electric Vulcan Worlds contrasted
sharply with the acoustic
second set, opened with
'The Romantic Warrior',
jitle track of their
forthcoming album
The switch Irons elec.
trig to acousUc was
handled with ease, and
they proved they could
master both worlds. and
enjoy themselves tow
Bands such as this have
opened the jazz dour to a
lot of rock fans. Return
To Forever might be
regarded as a jazz band
by the uninitiated, but
when 'they rock you can
feel the' hest,
BROWS
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IT'S NOT just your health that suffers when
you smoke - you could get turfed out of a
Salford disco for a start.

IT'S A STICK OUT

Bumpers Teen Disco Is
having a bit of trouble
with Its weeny smokers,
for the nine and overt,
who cheerfully turn tip
smoking like troopers.
When the youngsters
are told to stop by
supervisors they say they
do It all the time and their
parents know about IL
The staff's follow up
threat is to tell them that
If they don't stop smoking
they will be given their
money back and sent
home. But the Cheeky
beggars nip off for a

,+,

DIANA

:
,!./,H^'`'
a--.

ROSS

v

crafty fag or two in the

bog, deliberately get
caught and given their

.1,

cash

back

after

an

afternoon's entertain.
ment

They are naturally
worried that U they push

STICK YOUR tongue out and say "aaargh". Ugh,
'you're not going to put that thing back in your mouth
are you?
Our Reg was among the 38.000 folk who turned out to
see Kiss at their two nights at the L. A. Forum. With
that amount of people Interested In them, their next
album 'Destroyer' should do well, and It features,
among other things, a 40 - piece orchestra on one track.

the no smoking rule too
far they will end up with
an empty disco.
DJ Ray Teret would
appreciate some help. He

says;

"Can somebody

please advise me?"

CASSIDY
PLUS
DEEP PURPLE
BE -BOP DELUXE'
COLOUR POSTER

AND....
ALEX

.

asst

zwN

HARVEY
U

W'hlLshire.
The winner of the first
round Jim Walsh just
happened to he driving
cur No I. A spokesman
for the record company
denied he was Joe

Walsh's brother

Beatles
"It's

- Part

SOUNDS, RECORD MIRROR

DISC

TELE -SALES STAFF
To supplement existing team if you have the
espenence and want to earn a good basic wage +
commission + Luncheon Vouchers. nng:

/ reserve me Record
f: Dire every wee,.

Phase order

4

-am

Mirror
mime 111. g

EDDIE FITZGERALD on
01-607 6411 or 01 607 4722

Forget

you're

...

a

Allman's been
close friends

Womble
whistle

-

or

hum

a

couldn't afford to do.
It wilt take a cbol
020,000 to save trouble at

Dodger
caught
how! It doesn't seem
long since little Jack
Wild was the heart -

throb

of thousands

when he played

the

Artful Dodger In the
filmed 'Oliver'. Jack's

big boy now, all of 23
would you believe?
and was recently
married to 22 - year old Gaynor Jones.
a

still

Armando Pere. from
Santana with replace-

by conga player
from a disco band (we
daren't say more) . .

ment

.

Now then have you heard
the one about the record
company who sent son
singles to hospital radio
stadm. The DJ played

them once and promptly
sent them back . . . Now
what's all, this scandal

about

DIM

hotels.

Evidently RISC held a
talent contest amongst
prisoners. They were
Inking for singers 'and
smgwrltere. The winner
was, of course, the

undeniably fabulous
Janie J,inat.

Hope she
gets her own series .
Silly award of the week
goes to

Freddie (Parrot

Davies who
who recelved
gold Mac for
sales of an Italian love
song in Brazil .
. Now
check those little engagea

and recording tech-

niques.

telling

he

wants a divorce from
Now
Cher (yawn)
this bit's still hush hush
but expect to hear
resignation soon of

...

-

-

&

DJ RAY TERET

-

THE ARTFUL Dodger
has been caught
and

require additional

Address

.

IT'S NOT often you get to
meet a living legend. But
at the recent Silk concert
In Glasgow, Record
Mirror & Disc had the
privilege, of being Introduced to the famous
Jet Mayfair, friend to the
stars and the proud
mascot of the Glasgow
Apollo. Ask anyone who
has performed there
from Silk to Slade. from
Billy Connolly to Johnny
f Cash
they all know
him. Jet drops In to give
advice on sound problems

THE GREAT
on" and 'it's not on" rumoured
return of The Beatles reached stage 98 this week.
Latest supporter of the idea of a reunion is George
Harrlson's dad Harold.
He says that George
before? Well, just watch
and the boys will this space and look out for
definitely be getting It the first refusal. I wonder
together for at least me whose dad will tell us
big gig and probably stay
first?
together for more shows.
Bill Sargent hopes to
BAY CITY ROLLER Les
stage the concert this
Summer, anywhere the
Mclreown is going Into
Beatles want to do It,
exile. It semen the poor
which would be televised lad has had enough of
and could make many
screaming teeny hoppers
many millions of pounds,
outside his West Lothian
not to mention dollars.
C43,000 how, so now he Is
secret
Now that is good news
heading to
isn't It? What do you residence In the remote
mean you've heard It all Scottish borders.

Publishers of

Name

-

117111

Suffer
a Jet

98

Publications

nlafigent

7'7111

It'

an

the
- areseems
finding It

engineers
Impossible to make him
sound like a singer .. .
But Robert Redford did
such a good impersonsUm Of Frank Sinatra at a
party that 01' Blue Eyes
getting
stormed not
touchy, .dear? . . Now
what do you think about
that Joanna (name star
I haven't been seen with)
Lumley getting the job as
the new lady In The
Avengers. It quite ob
viously should have gone
to BBC newsreader
Bore
Angela Rippm
of the week: Gregg

t'mill.

DJM WINNER: Jim Welsh

studio

the

without finishing

'Remember you're

1

and more difficult to
believe in them, doesn't
It? Take that Bobby Woe
mock frinstanoe, seems
he can't live up to his
hype as well as darling
Bruck- Springsteen. And

months In

Womble' U you are in
their native Wimbledon
these days; or they might
throw a litter bin at you.
Wimbledon folk are not
too fond of the Wombles at
present as they say they
won't help them save the
windmill on the common.
The conservation group
say they approached the
big business Wombles for
help, but the only things
they could come up with
would Involve a risk or a
large outlay, which they

-aril JIM p,

SSSVoo
HONESTLY. it gets more

album

YOU'D BETTER not

5

SPOTLIGHT

IOW

Please hand this to your

IT'S NO 1, it's top of the
pit parade.
What doe., a record
company do when they
Iwo. their top act? The
answer stems to he get
Into motor raring.
With Elton Jahn mov
Ing from the DJM circuit
after his next live album.
the label has turned to
motor raring.
And as U to prove it they
are sponsoring a Formula
Ford championship race
at Thruxton circuit In

__<

what about sweet
toothed Kojak? lle's been

sing,

Top of the pit parade

DAVID

7976

13,

every disco
carries a

IN NEXT WEEK'S

e

ft DISC, MARCH

ment diaries,

fants,

eves

en-

because Rod
Stewart's planning the
biggest party ever when
he returns to Landon In
May. The cream of stars
from all over the world
will be there and so will

..

of course
,
So
when Peter Grant said In
Bob Dylan "I'm Led

we,

Zeppelin's manager," Mr
Dylan grabbed hie out-

stretched hand and
replied in earnest: "I'm
very sorry to hear that."
recently had the
W take a bile out of
Mr Bolan's neck and
what's more it war a
boy. Really,
dear, we don't know what
It's all coming to
Now what are all the
nasty rumours that Elvis'
manager Colonel Torn
Parker has rue tip
gambling debts of flee
milli n dollars and he's
desperately trying to
raise the mmry by selling
bit of the Rlag's
contract to John Deaver'
manager. Second silly of
the weak: ABQ Cooper

A Ian
cheek

...

&weal believe in
underwear. marriage or
funerals. Rut how may
says he

people, we ask, believe la

Alice Cooper.

BYEEEEEE XXX XXX

-
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Small Ads
P

ICITISGI DIFFER.

e

I \T! The best services
for DATING! Penfrlends

or marriages.
rr. romance
ousands of members,
ages

,0
,1,

u

ails

-

Far free
send SAE to:
.Amhursl Park.

T 74
ndnn. NI&

NI: SCOTT for genuine

s

I

inerds, introduction opate sex. with sincerity
.1
thoughtfulness
free, stamps to:
i .tads
lame Scott, 3 RM North
'-:reel Quadrant. Bright-

t

Sussex, BN1 3GJ.

on

ill AI'TIFUL

GIRLS

tram all Continents want

,nteresUng Corresponden. e. friendship, even
Detalla and
m ,rrlage.
free photos. Hermes,

-

Perlin 11. Box 10(00/RM
:ermany
\TI:PIIEN 1211 seeks
sincere girlfriend. le -19.
- 389 1819, 12 30 or 56
ion

IA\F:LY GUI,

32 who

likes music. seeks sincere
rl for permanent friendship Lanes or Cheshire
Box Number
,--a

-

í141t

I(F.E

I

.AOCOM-

WIIIIATIO\ abroad, AfAustralia.
Write
.s

Number 597R.

II\D

14)IIR ideal partwith the Postal
: ,i
nendship Club, the
modern way to get more
1

'ewers' Meet more

people!

-

Postage stamp

details to

Miss
i'ludgey, Postal Friend ,,r

for friendship.

living anywhere for

Sst

17,

would

-

Itox No 602R.

100+

PALS

PEN

LONELY? BORED?

Wawa roe 64 to nervy, ne
trends of red oppo h. s .11

enevn7

ter

RRE

e,ak

swat

lasto

TWO'S COMPANY(em,
a0 Bona. Darda.4.
8.nt 049 SIL

.vten ii', t VIN
Paws Se

Box

Sandra

Nr. Chichester, Sussex_
OAS ID ESSEX FANS
Music
WANTED. Sae
Fans Penfriend Club, 10
Chariton Road, Tetbury,

-

C Los

LONELY GUI,

girlfriend

23, seeks

17+ for sincere

-

single, varied Interests,

,MD'

Tees area Box 614.

LOS

-

INTERNATIONAL

f

ALT A. Penfriends repo to
quired. Send
MIFC, PO Box Castro 10,
M

Malta for registration.

lists, club questionnaire
and joining details
GUY 24, quiet, gentle.
sincere, main interests
music and natural History: seeks Intelligent,
fun -loving, non-smoking
girl. 18.23, for friendship.
marriage. Bournemouth /
Southampton area pre-

ferred. but anywhere

cosidered. Photo please.
Box 616R

I

SAE.

-

AL.

Baker,

-

RUMS. Sae huge lists.
I' Stevens, 77a Gallsford

Street,

Kentish

EARLY PRESLEY on

French RCA LP, L15,
EP's t5 + pp. Also 40 soul
singles t5+ pp.
Ring
(01

1

907

-

07®

VALET' LI'. 78's. Sae
offers Box 608R.
SOUL LP'S seven for D.
Supremes, M. Gaye etc.

Peter Isherwood,

49

Manners Road, Balderton, Newark, Notts.
AVAILABLE NOW our
latest list of pop oldies
1975, send 10p &
1958
large Sae, F. L. Moore

Records) Ltd.,

I

167n

Dunstable Road, Luton.
Beds.

AXIS RM
GRAS. Hits
from 59.78. Send 21p for
your copy of our first
lists Axle Records, 104

Malting,

Scott Street, Perth.
T1101. SANDS SECOND-

BEAUTIFUL NSLON

types Send 15p for Magic
March list. Stop Leek &

West

HAND Rerords.

STOCKINGS sizes 8Vs
II. light, medium or dark
with or without shams. U
for 5 pairs or t2 per
dozen Absolute bargain.
Inc P & P. Miss I Tolson, 2
Woodkirk Grove. Wyke,

All

Listen, Hoyle. Cornwall

COLLECT SINGLES?

Northampton

I21

5011+

for bargain

Towcester Road,
LONDON 45's.

All

set sale "Londoner",
White Cottage, 397 Woodlands Road, Woodlands,
Southampton

Absolute

Records, High House,
Taney. All Saints, Kings
1.3 nn, Norfolk

641 IYStaeNt wty roe 54'..1

i

w

enclose a
MIRROR h DISC
ALL SMALL ADS MUST
1

BE

-

.

-Rc

wesn.pt

Burnbury

THAT OLD Black Magic,
Billy Daniels Ring 1011
907 0798.

ALL YOUR (UNWANTED
LP's bought or part

45's &

exchanged for new

records. large Collection

urgently required Send
records or lists with Sae:
F L. Store (Records)
Ltd.. Ma Dunstable
Road, Luton. Bedfordshire.

,uo

.«

..44 is,

please

nlrcheeked extmets from
Radio Seagull, MI Amigo
and Caroline. Including
MI Amigo adrift and
Home Office raid. Excellent quality and value

help.

for

-

name or designs.
Detalls A & L Designs,

Renton Road. Ilford,
Essex, 01.405 4127
41

sex.

Free Radio

Y' 000110 WANTED and
still want True Englleh
free radio, NOT ego trip
radio or top forty floating
juke box.

UNIQUE RECORDINGS,
spanning 10 years, 2 solid
hours, fourteen stations.
Top quality on cassette,
t5 Iqulck delivery with

PO's). From Doifijln

,Wanted

Recordings, 13 Rowmans
Road. Dartford. Kent
OUT NOW TILE ADVERTISERS and FREE

RANTED. ANYTHING
Scrapbooks, pies, month Ike etc on the Osmond
and David Cassidy State
your price.
Box 1112R.
1111íY GLITTER pica
w anted. Miss A. Haw eon,

RADIO COLLECTORS
magazine 10p Advertisers. Free radio enthuelasts, this

is

-

your

GAItRI 11101(5K, Lon- magazine. From Dolajin
don, Please send Billy Recordings, IA&FRC). 13
Fury record or refund Bowmans Road, ,Dart-

1.1(31

transfers. Specially

printed for discos, clubs.
promotions, advertising,
etcStamp for details.
Multi Screen Services.
Southlll (toad, Chatham.
Kent.

-

EARN

MONEY

IGKK1 FAN Club. Sae!
Liz, 45 Roosevelt Avenue,
Leighton Huzznrd, Beds.
Fill, I/FF'IUAL IIA%7i0
F,'ISF:N FAN (71.1114.
I' (1 Has 37, Waltham
Crisis, Hertz, ENS 7EF.
S,u,l sae to Dept. 121.1 fur

TRANSMITTERS,

to 20 miles range,
SAE for
(12 50
details: N Osborne, 33
11111 Road. Muswell Hlll,
I.ondttn. N10.
up

further info and app1l
t ii ion form
1

Another 56 pages of maximum
rock and roll in this ieeA's
SOUNDS, including

..

Song -

writing. Amazing free

-Cham
IBS,

hook tells how
10/11 Ir) Dryden

ZEPPELIN

quired by recording

Exclusive interview

hers. 119 Oxford Street,
London WI 6yyp stamp
LYRIC WRITERS re-

company, Details (sae)
Robert Noakes, 30 Sneyd
Hall Road, B18xwich,
Staffordshire.

tor

DEEP
PURPLE
Eight -page special

to cover the cost. made payabre is RECORD

BOWIE

STRICTLY PREPAID

Great competition
L- --

-

Plus, as usual.

..444.

4r4.444

?WEEP

Hen:.

and

reviews than any other paper.
All .for just 12p. The new

1 ..,

Wert +W ..es

rh..a,eesar

..p swe. e,e.
la

09 an

,
a

-ru.a
,e... u.¡,ww -.
s..-.e...e
T.4

13U -

Fan Clubs

-

1

Services

Byley Road,

10

borough, Nottingham.

money.
ford. Kent.
SLOW MOTION 1,OL1.1- RN I POSTERS aré now
1'OP Man, Get On The available, showing the
Line Sweet Offers
Mebo ship in Rotterdam
Alan,
Merlin Avenue, Harbour- Send 11-rÚ to
13ellshill, Lanarkshire
RNI Society, .18 Armley
Grange, View, Leeds,
Yorkshire. 1S123QP,
TEa' 51111(71 and Iron on

My Friend

money.

Caroline an cassette or
reel. state preference en
MINUTES ONLY (1.0.
Send cheque i PO to:
P. L. Tapes. 38 Out
erwyke Road, Felpham.
Nr. Bognor Regis, Sus-

Tshirts printed with

nFttoh

.

-

FRIEND CAROLINE"
NOW AVAILABLE. Fea-

lur,ng many exciting

refund postage,
HESSIAN CASUAL bags.

44 oar moo

x

EXCLUSIVE -'MY

Contact Brenda, la
Westwoods, Pathfinder
Village, Exeter. Will

Insertlon(sl commencing.--...._-....-.-.....Issue.
cheque/postal order for

amplmahlre

SOW MIRA fans Sae to
flax 611R.

% I advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH my .advertisement under the heading

Kettering. North-

Special Notice

1

Rudgwick Court, Che sham Road, Guildford,
Surrey.
RARE SOUL British
label disco sounds. Sae

-

-I.ondun W4

Al

Records For Sole

lists.

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house
11 St Albans Avenue,

CITY Rollers
Rollin', Rod Stewart, Musical Services
Sing It Again Rod. Sae
Helen Woloszyn,
It

Bradford, Yorkshire.

Send SAE

-

6736112.

RARE BOWIE, Who,
Zeppelin. Sae David, 81
Melrose Avenue. Sutton
Coalfield, West Midlands.

-

companies,
enquiries form to: Brian
Woods, 254 High Street,
Dovecourt, Essex

Situation desperate.

Road. London SW 12 01-

Town.

London. NIVS

15

.A

Send Sae for

Someone

-

THE Ml
VIALIA
Amigo Boys, with photo
cover of MI Amigo DJ's.
11.35. Way Back Home
Jnr Walker instrumental
version. This was used by
Graham Gill on RNI for
his backing music, 80p.
Continental r MI Amigo
record available. Sae flat
and chart, Peter Lentos.
tot Pythehley Road,

SONGWRITERS: WE
supply Information on
publishers
music

MUST DISCOVER ad
dress of Queen Fan Club.

J. Marsh,
Kenton Road, Kenton, Middlesex.
K11)81 11AVF. your
Parents got any Jack
Jones records that could
earn you money Have a
look now and contact_
363a

Surrey
AMAZING SELECTION
of golden oldies, 1955
1975, from lop.
Send
SAE for lists. lrl Vandyke
Street, Liverpool. LORT

AND

lists. Paul. 32 Homey borough Green, Neyland,
Dyfed.

cash offer-

Camberley,

SINGLES

PRIVATE COLLECTION
cassettes for sale /
exchange, mainly comedy Hancock. Fields,
Marx Brothers etc
Progressive: Genesis,
Zeppelin. Personality:
Dietrich, Crosby. Sae

1' %111 for your
unwanted cassettes, 8 tracks, LPs, 45s. Send sae
and list for immediate

TAMLA SOUL SOUNDS.
SAE. I Drake Avenue,

-Mytchelt,

pco4

('A:41)

Southwalk,

24

51111dleston, Sussex

I

Avenue,
Kent.

FRIENDSHIP CLUB.

., x rrnra,s tnnArebhl. VAr-tht

aI M,MIht

rhil)I ISANoS available.

quiet sincere Various photographs.
girlfriend 18-24. Tyne Best offers Sae, I Ewell
seeks

1NTHLASTFItSI

I'

GOLDEN HITS (45s).
Large Sae, Time Slip
Music, 320 Victoria Road
West, Cleveleyes. Black-

Records Wanted

Southampton

-

I

friendship, Mersey area.
Box 613R.
FRIENDLY GUY. 26.

Rotes end Conditions

'

7

Avenue. I'orfswood,

Spans. Mkt. Nazareth
Transparent key rings
with two colour photos
inside, only 75p. State
artists. SAE to Dick
Wallis, 23 Dulwich Wood
Avenue. London, SEIS
('OS VOS MOVING on up
the charts Keep In touch
understand American
truck driver terminology.
Atlanta E.S.P
21p.
Ltd. 10 Dryden Charm
bers, 119 Oxford Street,
Andon, W It i PA.
RARE BEATLES coiled tors items. Fan Club
Xmas redords 4th, 5th, 7th
Ain't She Sweet single.

SMALLS-order
,

(:OLDEN 111.1)IL'S:

Rosy, Faces. Elton,

Springfield. Woodgate,

Victoria

West, ('leveleys,

Blackpool,

-

Sue.

&

-

Choose from proofs
without obligation. Band
available.
New Steve
Hurley. lace. Sailor.
Howie, Bad Company,
Garfunkel, Mud. Glitter,
Who. Essex. Wings,

enjoy doing your kind of
thing. Dates in all areas,
selected by computer All
ages, Interests. personality types Write, S. I M.
(Dept RMDI. Braemar
House. Queens Road,
Reading.
ROLLER FANS every.
where. Write to us.

WRITING

YE

Any-

MEET PEOPLE who

.Inalysls. Have your
h mili' riling
analysed.
flit. available numer-

will-

Same age.

810R.

-

Id to a rite to blokes in
Navy, Army or RAP.

Julie Williams, RNLI

ship. Box 609R.
GUY 28, requires lonely
and sincere young lady
where.

Road,

-

Candy Street. London, E3
2I.H
ALL .ACTION concert
photos and keyrings.

required, Kim, 18 Brun.
w ins
Close, Wick ford,
Essex.
SHY NORTHAMPTON
guy. 29, seeks girl 18 - 25,

220

You've tried the rest, now
try the best. Large sae.
Baxter, n Shaftesbury

steady sincere friend-

PR7 4135.
TWO GIRLS to meet two
blokes 20 - 28. Photo

HITS (45s I.
"Time Slip

large sae
Music",

For Sale

The Pen

16

GOLDEN

YOUTH into music, clubs,
Box

It ADGE COLLECTORS
RI;AI) ON. Silk, Kenny,
Yes, Led Zeppelin. Deep
Purple, ELP, Genesis.
Union Beep, Queen, Bad
Company, Who, Pink
Floyd, 10cc. Sparks,
Cockney Rebel, Santana,
Jaws. Sabbath, Quo,
Rosy, Rolling Stones.
badges sent by return of
post. 15p each plus SAE.
Ilope to hear from you
soon. Love and peace

issues.

40p

Ray leigh, Essex.

seeks other mutes
8178.

Society, Dept RN. 38,
Chorley, Lancashire.

to

y o

Amhurel

74A

CIi ESTER FI ELI)

ages. From here to 'slloe
Springs, all seeking new
friends like YOU. Send
your name and address
and pay after receiving

\TIC GEMINI.

al,,;. analysis Have the
caning of the numbers
in sour life calculated and
defined.
Send sae
eriehthandi. 45 Deans
r,., Edgware., Middle.

E..

Park, Nl&

PENFRIENDS WEEK OM contains hun
dress of people of all

96, easy - going
a'tracUve, seeks a fun
me. honest girl. 20+
,.r amorous relationship.
...on south coast, photo
ippreciated
Box No.
stall

II

F

-London
Send
Hill,

copy nowt

Abroad, Details sae, W,

607R

five

OLDIES FANS, have you
seen Record Mart's
bumper 72page March
issue' There's over 3,000
oldies listed Get your

DATING / P E N1RIENDS / MAR
RIAGE. Thousands of
members England /

No
appreciated. Genuine replies please. Box

v:OHL

4\

COLOURED GUY seeks
sincere blonde girlfriend.
Box 615R.

-

29

Westfields Avenue (RM 1,
London. S W l3 OAT.
DAVID LS. 5 ft 24 In seeks
sincere girlfriend. London area. Photo, Phone

)'

II

YOU

SAF for free details:

hip Club. Dept As, 124
L.
Avenue. Bristol.
ROM

HOTODITES.

choose from hundreds.

Personal

faster

For

service, call
01407 6411

Address

raaw

Semi c4mp44ed tom. to Smell Ads Depsrtmeel, RECORD MIRROR Is DISC,
ten No 01 607 6411

L

I

Penwell Road. London

M lax
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Record Mirror & Disc for the best results
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of the form

729p

IiKIIMD%l,

Here are the odds (worked out for Annabel Mednick
MaUman, February 28) against marrying Leslie
McKeown.
Annabel Mednick
175,979 tot
Carol To/Swindon 460,600 to I
Little Jimmy Osmond 200,001 to 1
Margaret Thatcher 101,760 to 1
Alison from Ilford 90,702 to I
Kim from Debden 100 to l
Marie Osmond 50 to I

-

/t/Áo waa

---

- --

¡do

vrr-

sL1AA

t

OK

Wad&

Karen Carpenter 10 to
Alice Iangmutr
2 to 1.
My dad
Walthamstow dog track so know the form. works at
10cc / Wings Fan, Braintree, Essex.

-

1(1.

ilE'NrA ybral`

1
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DEAR MAILMAN,
'I'm Mandy Fly Me', the next single by leeº is a
smasheroo. It must be a number one. There, everyone
happy now Love on ya,
Simon, Boreham Wood,
O Tree ileureux SI nod love m ya tot.

-11,5
11, .

)R4VN

DISC; MARCH

High Fly

j

.,..-,.

/

DEAR MAILMAN,

Er

j118//llJ
A/eN
//

t

_

Átrthlti7

1

/,.

4

Rodney's

ri

,

wrong

Latest

DEAR MAILMAN,
Me and my mate Julia
would like you to settle an
argument. She reckons
that Rod Stewart's name
is Roderick and I reckon
It's Rodney. Who's right?
Two' mixed-up Rod fans,

Status
DF,A It MAILMAN,

lured.

Our Faces expert
Rosalind Russell (after
whom a film star was
named) says it'it Roder -
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the same boring rubbish
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words changed
BCR Fan, Southampton
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Class
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It'e net the Bed's
People of the
calibre you have in mind

jealous because Freddie
is more original, outrageous and classy than

fault.

have been approached in
the past, hut been tee
snooty about It to accept

'

him.
Female Freddie Mercury
Fan, no address given,
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well done
Anonymous, Stoke New.
Ingtun.
PS: Please could we
have a double page colour
poster next time.
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urn..

Silk are a band set (of the top, who have loads of
talent (try listening to the B side, which was written
by a member of the band
bassist Jim McGinley) and
who, given time, will prove they are not just another
teenybop band.
1 might add
that up here in Scotland we Silk fans
have an age range from 1,6 to over 20. Please don't run
them down before you've given them a chance to prove
themselves
A Silk Chick, Scotland.
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excel yourselves. On
behalf of all CR fans

Don't be greedy.

"Hip Hip Le -Raye!"
.TV

couldn't

-

Bland! What kind of a compliment is that?

.r. edw arel

DEAR MAILMAN,
I strongly object to Silk being hailed as the next Bay
City Rollers. Silk are definitely not BCRish. Their hit
single may sound similar to one of the Rollers' but that
Is inevitable because of the fact that they have the same
writers and prodúcef as were used on the early Roller

believe we'd actually got
an article after walling so
long
two pages with
pictures, you really did

Freddie is my favourite loo.
But don't forget the others, it Just won't do.
So versaUte and superbly bland,
Queen are the greatest rock band in our land.
Pat, Carshalton, Surrey,
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Will Slik Stick?

Congratulations. At
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SLIK: another teenybopper bend

long last Record Mirror 6
Disc has printed an
article and cover on Cliff

Richard.

know our Freddie Is really great,
But spare a thought for all his mates,
They too are all good - looking guys,
I f from Freddie you can avert your
eyes.
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malicious. Bolan's
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DEAR MAILMAN,

Everyone seems to write poems just about Freddie
Mercury What about the other lads? You're probably
tired of reading poems, but. . .

DEAR MAILMAN,
Bolan's remark (February 28) about Freddie
Mercury working hard at
being a star Is downright

¡in

Cliff
Colour

Poetry in Motion?

,

FREDDIE MERCURY

DEAR MA I.M A N.
Isn't It about time
Britain was represented
in the Eurovislon song
contest by our top singers
and songwriters? It's
pathetic what we enter
and the BBC can't expect
the public to watch
something they don't
Identify with.
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RICHARD: excelling ourselves
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for their singles every
time, with just a few
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NEXT WEEK: Someone gives Fresco a boomerang and wishes him Many Happy Returns(
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He would if you smoked.
Marc Bolan doesn't smoke and doesn't like kissing girls who do.
"Their breath smells of stale tobacco," he says,"and their mouths
taste like an old dog end."
And Marc Bolan is only one of millions of young men who won't.
find you tasty if you smoke.
The silly thing is that if you smoke 20 cigarettes a day, it costs you
about £150 a year to make yourself thoroughly unattractive.
Just think how many clothes and how much make-up you could
buy instead.
Health Education Council
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